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The Fort Sumiiiéír Review
FORT SUMNER, GUADALUPE COUNTY, N. M., MAY 20, 1911.

VOL. 3.
SECOND ENTRIES
LAND

OFFICE

The Registers and Receivers of

the United States land

offices

have been advised by the commissioners of the general land
office at Washington of the passage of an act of Congress on
February 3, 1911, whereby it is
provided that anyone, who prior
to the passage of this act had
taken a homestead or desert-!an- d
entry and had abandoned the
same, and had not relinquished
for a valuable consideration (other than an amount equal to the
filing fees) or whose entry had
not been cancelled for fraud,
would be permitted upon a proper affidavit, to make a second
entry.
homestead or desert-lan- d
The last act of this kind passed by Congress was dated
February 8, 1908.
It provided
substantially the same conditions
under which second homesteads
entries could be
or desert-lán- d
made, with the exception, however, of the provision of the
latter act which permits an
entryman to relinquish for the
filing fees.
This act of Congress is very
important to those homeseekers
who have taken up land in the
past, for the reason that anyone
.who made an entry prior-- to
February 3, 1811, and has lost,
forfeited or abandoned the same
can now make another entry.
GENERAL

VILJOEN
MISREPRESENTED

According to Ernest van Dyke,
a nephew of General B. J.

Vil-joe- n,

the general is not in any
way connected with the Mexican
revolution, the press dispatches
to the contrary, not withstanding. Mr. van Dyke says that
the general resides near El Paso,
and is an officer of
Mexico National Guard. Being
a veteran soldier, the general
naturally would be attracted by
the war which is being conducted
practically next door to lum.
the-Ne-

M- - A. Wells and bride arrived
Friday, the 12th, from Snyder,
Okla., and are domiciled at the
Mr. Wells was
Hotel de Camp.
here a short time ago and returnHe ined home to be married.
tends to engage in business here.
and they will be a welcome
addition to the business and
social circles of Ft. Sumner.

Little Calep Brown, the small

HOW TO OVERCOME
THE CABBAGE APHIS

NEW RULING BY THE GENERAL

The following bulletin has been
issued by the Agricultural Experiment station at Mesilla Park:
"The cabbage aphis or louse is
one of the worst pests the grower
of this crop has to contend with
in New Mexico. The aphis is a
sucking insect and must be combated with a constant spray. It
is of a bluish gray color, of an
oval shape, being a little larger
than the head, of a common pin.
They make their appearance in
early summer on the plant, and
are usually found on the under
surface of the' leaves.
Their
presence on the plant may be
easily detected by the edge of the
leaf curling up.
"The aphides live in colonies,
Unand multiply very rapidly.
less checked they soon spread
over the entire plant and either
kill it or cause it to head very
poorly.

-

"Remedies. There are quite a
number of remedies recommended for use against the aphis. The
horticultural department of the
New Mexico Experiment station
has used several of these remedies, and found some of them to
be both practical and effective.
They are made and used as follows:

Kerosene Emulsion.
Dissolve one-hapound of laundry soap in oue gallon of hot
water.. Then add, away from
the fire, two gallons of kerosene.
Churn this mixture until white
and of the consistency of cream.
After the oil and soap have been
thoroughly emulsified, add 25
gallons of water, and apply as a
spray or with a stiff paint brush
or swab. It is important that
the mixture be thoroughly emulsified. On indication of injury
to plant, dilute the emulsion with
'
more water.
"No. 2. Whale Oil Soap. Dissolve 2 2 ounces in one gallon
of hot water, and apply while
still warm, as a spray or with a
stiff paint brush or swab.
"No. 3. Tobacco water is frequently used as a remedy for
Boil for one-haplant lice.
hour one pound of tobacco dust
or stems in one gallon of water,
and use as a spray or wash with- "No, 4. Tobacco dust is ulso
quite effective for combating
cabbage lice. This dust is applied with a bellows blower, or
may be shaken on the plant with
a pepper box. The blower gives
the better results of the two, as
it puts the material on with more
"No.

1.

lf

,

lf

promptness and thoroughness
applying will count a great deal.
On the first appearance of the
insect the remedies should be
used, and appled a second time,
if necessary.
i-

Wed-nesda-

This shows us
pease Tuesday.
how early we can eat green vegetables in Ft. Sumner if the
farmeM only plant early.

Dr. P. G. Aldredge has been

s'.ightly ailing this week from
the effects o'f his recent trip to
Texas: no climate seem3 to suit
the doctor liko New Mexico's.

45

MEMORIAL DAY

of Mr. and Mrs. James E.
DRY FARM DOPE
LOCAL
MENTION . son
BroWn, wa3 taken suddenly ill
PROCLAMATION
Monday night, and after the THE RECENT "WET" RAINS CAUSE
The thirtieth day of May is
doctor being in constant
OL'R "DRY" FARMERS TO GO ROUND
again drawing near. This is the
ance until Tuesday noon the little
Earickson & Co. for SEEDS.
AND ROUND
day which has been adopted by
man was pronounced on the
Dr. Lovelace visited Roswellj rjad
According to Wm. and Jean the States, Territories and de-- !
to recovery.
j

the first of the week.

Ebling, farmers and

j

Freeman arrived
Monday from Silver City where
she has been attending the
academy.
Call and see Mrs. C. Y. Coleman's Millinery department at
Eiland & Beecham's.
Miss

Cora

I have just a few hats left,
which I will sell at cost, to make
room for my new stock,
Mrs. C. Y. Coleman
tl
A. A. Wells returned
from
Engle, on Tuesday, where he has
been working on the Elephant
Butte dam.
J. E. Brown sold 400 head of
cattle this week which he is
driving to Tulia, Texas, where
they will be delivered to the 0.
S. Martin ranch.
Mr. Butts and daughter, Miss
Minnie, of Cébelo valley were in
town this Wtjek, the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. A. Arnfieid.
Born to Mr. and Mis. W.
Reiger, Wednesday, May 17th, a
big, fat baby boy.
Mother and boy both doingr
nicely W. T. j'saisaconvfllescing
thank you.
,
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Don't forget that Mrs. H. A.
Coker carries a complete line of
summer hats. Call and see them.
A. B. Harris has been planting
alfalfa on his place balow ths
Abreu ranch and will soon have
1G0 acres in alfalfa; 80 of this
is expected to yield four cuttings
this season.

"Attorney H. R

Parsons has
his offices from the Bank
building to the office formerly
occupied by Henry Reinhardt in
moved

'

Having bought the Crutchfield
stock of shoes",' we are pricing
same at very low prices (regardless of cost) in order to make
room for new stock. Baker &
Pitre.

"Missouri-ans,-

"

"the man that can't make
A few good bridges in the valley would be a good Improvement good on a dry 'claim this year,
and will probably prevent a bad with the excellent start we have,
had better put out the fire, call
accident.
Arkan-saw.- "
Why not repair the roads and the dogs and move to
bridges.
home.

Keep

the trade at

Do you blame the valley

William Chapman, living 12
miles north of town in the Locust
Grove district, is putting in 150
acres of broom corn. Mr, Chapman is thoroughly experienced
in the broom corn business, and
raised the brush on both irrigated
and dry farms last season which
Wanted A good man to take was pronounced A No. 1, by
buyers and experts.
10 acres to plant in cantaloups
and garden truck, under the main
H. Hurst, who lives 14 miles
ditch. Address 2 L. C. Review. north of town, came in for supplies Wednesday, and says his
For Sale One team of work locality has had bountiful rains
horses, weigh about 1,300, 11 this spring. He has 100 acres in
years old, will sell cheap.
maiz which has already been
F. A. Manzanares.
cultivated once; he states that
every farmer of his locality is
. tor Sale
The best team of doing his level best, and all exhorses in Ft. Sumner. If anyone pect bumper crops this year.
wishes to buy, write or see
If some of the young men who
,.' Nicolas Madrid.
are raising crops hereabouts will
inspect the Fred Williamson
Lost-A- 1
bláck folding pocket
place, three miles east of town,
book; owner's name stamped on
tney will receive a beneficial lesthe inside. Contains papers of
many younger
value to owner .only.
Finder son. There are
men
"Uncle Fred,"
here
than
please return to Review office
but they will need to. go some to
'
and get rewards V- - show better prepared and cultivated fields. :
orv
500
400
""For
J. A. N., champion farmer of
In
pounds No. 1 Alfalfa Seed.
Licust Grove, was in town Tuesquire of John Finley, Agudo.
day th get a new spark plug and
.
43t3
set of tires for his cultivator, and
betting the valley
Notice B. Blankenship has incidentally
placed his accounts in my hands farmers off their feet, that he
for collection, with instructions has "dry land" alfalfa better
to bring suit at once. Please call than the valley product. Aleck
and settle same and saveexpence U having one fierce time keeping
up with his crops; he has to
J. L. Lovelace,
of suit.
change from the planter to the
tf
cultivator every row he plants.
P. S. Missourians don't read this.
Wanted To buy or exchange,
Professor J. D. Tinsley, agrimale pig. Ada Duroc-Jerse- y
dress John Finley, Agudo, N.M. cultural demonstrator for the A.
43-t- 3
T. & S. F. railroad, has distributed to five farmers near here a
variety of field seeds, for experiFor Sale At Hie Review Office
mental purposes; with the object
O. K. Paper Fas'teners per box 25c
of developing a strain of home
"
"
"
25c grown seed, adapted to
Round Head
this cliM & M Carbon Paper 25 sheets
mate and of a drouth resistant
for 55c. Manuscript Covers 25 nature. The seeds comprise red
sheets for 25c. Rex Pound writ- fife wheat, Siberian millet, yeling paper 1 lb for 35c.
low flint corn, red kaffir and
beans. The farmers who received
Wanted Neat girl to do house- them have put their ground in
work for family of two. Apply good condition and will cultivate
to C, W. Parker at the Post them, each man according to his
tf own ideas; keeping a record of
Office.
time of planting, manner of culteam of driving tivation, time of harvest and
For Sale-B- est
ponies in the county, good trav- yield per acre.
elers and gentle; outfit includes
RAISE CANE
buggy and harness. Also nearly
This is the year to raise Cane. We
new spring wagon with extention
have the seed Amber, Orange and
top. Reasonable price,
Sumac.
Sweet Potato, Cabbage and

farmers for going to other towns
G Berry, of Pauls Valley, to do their trading?
Okla., is in town and intends to
remain here for several weeks. '
LITTLE WANT ADS.
Ofiüo Silva is an experienced
Alfalfa hay for sale at Lucern
adobe maker. If you are going
Farm. $10 and $12 per ton.
to build see him for terms.

force.
the Harris building.
In using any of these remedies

Harry Lemen, of Madison,
Ind. is in the city, enroute to
Just received at our store at
California, and spent some time
Lande, a new car of feed,
La
here investigating the business flour and seed, on which we are
'
prospect.
still offering the lowest prices.
Corn per 100 lb - - - $1.40
y
John S. Taylor arrived
Corn Chops per 100 lb - $1 45
and has been busy greet- Maize per 100 lb - - - $1.35
ing old friends. Mr. Taylor is Maize Chops per 100 lb - $1.35
heavily interested in irrigation Bran, mill run, per 100 lb $1.45
here. He was one of the pro- Shorts, mill run, per 100 lb $1.55
moters of the Ft. Sumner Land
Seeds
& Canal company and is now
Kafir, white, per 1001b - $2.00
lb - 2.25
and Pecos irrigation projecton Maize, dwarf, per 100
Cane, red top, per 100 lb - 3.50
where
river,
of
the
side
west
the
3.25
he owns some 5,000 acres of Millet, big Ger. per 100 lb
'
Tibbals G. White.
irrigable land.
J E. Keep ate his .first green

NO.

'

Sale-'-Abo-

W. T. Whitlatch and W. T.
'
W. G. McCanne.
Toler of Taiban, have opened a tf
hardware store on Fourth street,
Lost Perhap3 two weeks ago,
between Slane's feed store and
g
A. A. Watirman
They a
Arnfield's tailor shop.
have put in a large stock and fountain pen. The finder will
please leave same at the Fort
will sell at the right prices.
Sumner Jewelry Store and re
Eiland & Beecham will have a ceive a liberal reward. car loud of flour and meal by May
1st. and will sell cheap. Call and
"Wanted-M- an
and wife on
see them before buying elsewhere
farm, man for farm work, woman
Applications should be filed fo to cook and do house work. Good
Apply
your lots on the Government chance for right party.
Townsite within sixty days from at Radliff farm or write to T. T.
the 11th day of May, 1911. File HaackJ
your papers with H. R. Parsons,
good work
J. E. Pardue and M. R. Baker,
eral
For
who will secure your deeds and horses; also a few good saddlers
charge 25c per lot for making and drivers. These horses are
your application.
all young and in a healthy conAdditional local news on paga 6 dition. Apply to LucTM Farm.
self-fillin-

Sale-Sev-

pendencies of the United States,
as the one upon which a tribute
should be paid to the memory of

the soldiers and sailors of the
Republic who lost

their

lives in

the defense of their country and
in upholding the honor and glory
Withof the stars and stripes.
out these brave men who gave up
their lives upon many a bloody
field of battle, and in many fights
at sea, the Union would not be
what it is today, the most powerful nation in the world, and
the one government which seeks
to do what is right and for the
best interests of humanity at
large. We should call to mind
our brave departed soldiers and
sailors.
Their heroic and patriotic conduct should ever be an
inspiration to us, and inspire us
to guard carefully and preserve
intact the glorious heritage of a
free government which our fathers gave to us.
NOW THERTORE,
f,

I, WILLIAM

Mills, Governor of the Terrw

tory of New Mexico do hereby
designate and set apart,
TUESDAY, MAY, 30th, 1911
US

MEMORIAL DAY
and do hereby request that on
said day business of a secular
nature be suspended as far as
possible, within the Territory of
New. Mexico," and that the people
generally join with the patriotic
associations in strewing flowers
upon the mounds which mark
the mouldering remains- - of our
dead heroes, and in paying a
tribute of. respect to their mem"

ories.

And I further request that in
schools patriotic exercises be held
so that love of country may be

impressed upon the hearts and
minds of the pupils, and they be
taught that it is a duty which
they owe to lay down their lives
if necessary in defense of the
flag.
Done at the Executive Office
this the 15th day of May, A. D.
1911.

Witness My hand and the
Great Seal of the Territory of
New Mexico.

seal

William J. Mills.

By the Governor:

Nathan Jaffa,
Secretary of New Mexico.'
BRAKEMAN
BOTH LEGS CRUSHED
AT

INJURED
UNDER A T8AHÜ

BUCHANAN

Henry Richardson, of Mexia,
Texas, a Santa Fe brakeman had
both legs crushed by a train at
Buchanan about 9 o'clock Thursday morning. He was brought
Tomato plants now ready.
here for treatment; Dr. Lovelace
Roswell Seed Co,
the Santa Fe's local surgeon.
Roswell, N. M.
land Dr. Brown, amputateq the
leg, about half way between
Rev. Father Haelterman of loft
and ankle. The' other
Puerto de Luna, and parish priest the knee
will
have to be amputa-tate- d
leg
also
of this parish, died at Santa Rosa
soon
as
as he can stand tbe
Saturday night. The Rever nd
operation.
father has been a sufferer from
The injured man was taken to
stomach trouble for the last &ix
company hospital at Albuthe
in
finally
resulted
months, which
querque on the afternoon train
his death.
Father Haelterman has had in charge of Dr. Lovelace and a
charge of this parish for many nurse.
He was either unable or
years and was liked and beloved
to state just how taa
by all who knew him.
accident occurred. .
Be sure and attend the base
Mrs. C. Y. Coleman has deball games, Melrose versus Ft
Sumner, Saturday and Sunday, cided to close out her Millinery
Bargains on ail hats.
May 27th tn 123th.
ng

Your Opportunity

There has been a lot of news- BORDER SPANISH-REVOpaper talk about dry farming in
TURAS
"DRY FARMING" the west talk abottt this system
.
PUBLISHED BY
and that system as if it were a
THE REVIEW PUBLISHING CO
COMO S3 HABLA EN SAN DIEGO?
A lot of stuff has been written thing applicable only to semi-ari- d
One man says he
and still more talk spilled during conditions.
(Del Correo Mexicano)
Managing Editor
canal
M. P. Manzanares,
Under
the last five years about "dry knows all about it, and it all deSaid the Madre mexicana
farming" in the semi-ari- d
belt pends on deep plowing. Another To her nina Bibiana,
Entered at the Post Office at iort:There can be n such thing as man says he knows all about it,
I have need of muchas cosas,
Call on or write
Sumner, New Mexico, for transmission 'dry farming. " To grow crops and deep plowing means failure,
That
I've bought from D. Pomthrough the United States Mail
Anl.
you must have moisture. It must unless you pack the
A. B. HARRIS
posas.
second class matter.
come as rain or be put on the other "expert" says the best
Don Pomposas, the Grocero,
ground by surface irrigation or results are obtained by no plow.
of Groceries, Dry Goods and Notions
Subscription $ 1.00 per year
under it through some process of ing at all, but by disking lightly. At the corner of Guerrero;
Advertisers are guaranteed the largest
To talk of drouth "Where the rainfall is irregular Tea and Coffee and Panocha,
Don't Forget
circulation of any paper in the county. resistant crops is a waste of or less than fourteen inches crop, Rice, frijoles and Melcocha.
breath. The whole question is every two years and in the meanMais and Chilis for Tortillas,
SANDOVAL'S Store Has Them
Phone No. 18
one of the conservation of the time summer till your land, thus With some Ajos and Cebollas,
natural supply of moisture. If storing up water and plant food Also flour for Empanadas
SATURDAY, MAY 20
ten inches of moisture will grow for the coming year," says Pro- And some "Cms" for Enchiladas.
"Don't you do Run, Mijita, apurada
Another good rain fell the early a crop, and that much can be fessor Campbell.
part of the week which adds to conserved and held in the soil, it," shouts Professor Chilcott of I am quite desesperada.
the assurace of a large quantity out of the annual rain fall, well the United States agricultural Tu Papa and Don Diego
of crops being planted in eastern and good. If you can't get it and department, "you, will ruin your Will be here, ya, quite luego.
will suffer for soil, and besides you will get no
New Mexico. Every farmer on hold it your
With the Rest of Abonados,
crop, I have tried it and know."
the plains is prepared and will want of a drink.
Tired and Hungry and Cansados,
provided
authe
gabble
means
conflict
has
This
Nature
and
of
big
acre
plant
a
not hesitate to
to subdue and place to use all thority has served to rattle and And I' e not, ni un bocado,
age.
Ready for them preparado.
Give us a
A well known farmer, who is that vast open plain west of the mystify the public, and notwithOur new goods have just arrived.
given
Tell that grocer, that borrego,
100th
has
it
standing
bumper
meridian.
It
the
fact that
is situated about ten miles southwest of town waá saying that the a tight soil, with a high capilary crops háve been grown every That I want the things luego,
trial and you will be PLEASED.
moisture of 2.29 inches we had capacity that will take in and year by the Campbell system in Without further tonterías,
two weeks ago was almost enough hold, if properly treated, suff- every portion of the plains coun- Todas all the grocerias.
Dr. L. G.
to make a good crop if the proper icient moisture to mature the try, the great mass of people are
Don't forget that we have an extra supply
The soil is the from Missouri when the agriculcultivation was given, but now, average crop.
HOW TO HANDLE FREIGHT
we all ought to be convinced of natural reservoir for storing tural possibilities of the great
of HARDWARE and
To find the best method cf
the fact that an excellent crop moisture. It is better and less plains are under discussion.
"s
expensive
concrete
in
A.
than
the
best
Campbell
Richard
Haste
handling freight shipments with
will be raised this year.
FARM IMPLEMENTS
The moisture of Saturday and reservoir ever built by the recla- Scientific Farmer.
the least possible loss and damSunday was 1.01 of an inch, mak- mation service, now spending its
If the democrats should be suc- age, the Atchison, Tapeka &
to SELL CHEAP for CASH
ing a total for the last three millions to hold the surplus water cessful next year, Mr. Bryan Santa Fe Railway company has
of
mountains.
the
inches.
"inforThe
weeks of nearly four
might be tempted to consider an arranged for a series of
The words "dry farming" are invitation to serve asan assistant mation meetings" along the line,
country all over the territory has
to be attended by officials and
been reported to have had plenty misleading and should be used President.
employes who have to do with
of moisture so it is undoubtedly only to distinguish irrigation from
tha actual movement of freight
true that these rains have been the old method of farming by
guess and the grace of God.
general throughout the
packages from the time they are
Scientific soil culture as taught
delivered to the consignee. Every
by Professor
Campbell,
the
160 acres under the main ditch
meeting-i- s a
anybody
1
amained, in all couiuru. am NO
with a suggestion for the imThe fact that a contract for greatest soil expert in the world B jtiuiitiitly
TRAD! MARKS, Caveat atid Copyright nsitv I
for sale cheap. 11-- 2 miles east of
litercd. Nend tiketch, Model or I'lioto, for I
street p:Vn:j was given to the today, will insure crops under B
FREE REPORT on patentability,
.'suml iwftot- - M provement of the service having
B ioe
exclusively. BANK REFERENCES.
BJ
B
Send miw in utiwiipa for our t wo knvilnaMe H
M. Abreau's residence.
A
the privilege of the floor.
lowest bidder in Philadelphia has the conditions that exist west of B
on HOW TO OBTAIN
and fcELL PAT. B
B books
ENTS, Which ones will pay. How to tret a part- H
great railroad system like the
created a commotion in that city. the dead line, and double the B ner,psentlawanrtotliprTBju4.bleiiaiinnaUosj.
For further information address
They usually went to the biggest yields in the Mississippi valley.
Santa Fe pays hundreds of thousO. Box D, Ft. Sumner, N. M.
P.
Where under natural condit
grafters.
ands af dollars a year for loss
PATENT LAWYERS,
ions there is too much water the
and damage to freight shipments
Perhaps the Chicago judge who wise man ditches and tiles his
'and officials are constantly on the
declined to recognize poker as the land to get rid of what he does
'great American game" had not want and can not use. Where
come out of the small end of it on the other hand, under natural
conditions, the rain fall is not
after a night's session.
enough, the wise man prepares
"Blue is said to be the strong to conserve it in the best and
est eye and gray the next" Yet easiest possible way for the use
when it comes to enabling a man of the growing crops he takes
to see double "red eye" has 'em measures to prevent it from flow
About 40 aerea i
at 60 Acres under the main ditch.
ing away he stores it in the
both beaten out of sight.
soil and holds it there.
All fenced and only three
is in Alfalfa.
Wellington and Napoleon are The chief difference between
miles from town.
Write or call at
the names of two towns in the irrigation in the arid regions unJ
same county in Kansas. And der a reservoir system and the
Review Office
f
now, midway between them the Campbell system of soil culture
hew town of Waterloo has been as practiced on the eastern slope
of the Rocky mountainsis simply
started.
one of method.
In the one case
Mr. Taft admits that he shaves the irrigator stores the storm
himself every morning, and if he water in an artificial reservoir
wants to make himself the most and allows it to flow on the land
Give Us Your Business
beloved of Presidents let Mm tell when he thinks the crop needs
WE HUSTLE 'EM
U3 how to keep razors sharp.
it; in the other cr 32 the farmer
stores the storm water in the
Great Western Realty Company
"The riddle of the Sphinx has soil and allows the plants to use
, 'l . .
been solved by Professor Reisnerl it when they need it.
of Harvard" until some other The problem then is given
Geo. W, Curtis, President
:
sw
aw
wmmswsssss s
s ss
n
s s
iss ss
archaeologist comes and solves eighteen inches of rainfall (which
J. C. McCracken,
it.
when twelve inches fall during
. No Piano has ever been moro enthusiastically endorsed.
A. E. Bradford, Secretary
the growing season is ample),
The Artistic Case, the Easy, Responsive Action, and above
The chief difference between how to put and keep the soil in
LOCATORS
i
all the deep, sweet, rich Tone, captivates performer and listhe men who "own the earth a condition to receive and to retener. The united verdict is that
.. .V
City Property, Irrigated Farms, Deeded "Dry
and others is that the others tain this moisture until such time
Want to and can't.
as the crops may need it. This
LOMBARD
Farm" Lands and Relinquishments.
ARE
is dons by thorough plowing and
West Texas and Oklahoma Farm and City
! !
"Double taxation is not
the proper subsequent cultivation
" says an. eastern exchange. The ground must be in condition
Property to Trade
24
Gruid Arc., Aurora, 111., nn! ! cannot find words In th
1',laoMaire toMaker,
Nor any other sort s far as we to absorb the rain that falls, the
exuratsmy appreciation .to yon for ha,ins;sold
a beautiful inrocanch
,
strument.
really think it
Immigration Facilities
the most beautiful
r
I eer saw, and the tono la simply
have been able to disclose.
musí pe nrmea
so arana. 1 nall be glad to Siveiiyon any testimonial, cix
aa I ttalnL the Lombard should take tha
as to hold it and be ready to deReliable Agents Throughout; The U. S.
J?"i nobI'''. Pres. Curra Chrlsll Collepre, Galesnnrir, Ill aaya: "We are
When Carrie Nation reads the liver it Up when wanted, and the .i..?'!.
S LIT?,, " '"" ' ""'T
Corpus curimi, and it is a pleasnre to recommend It. K
instrument with a dcji. sweet, r.cU lone."
Goods Bought, Sold and Exchanged
French (champagne riot) dis- surface must be kept loose
wP?",,"lcn' E,dl'"r McXalniy Connty Independent, Selmer. Tenn.. aya: "The lustra.
nent
fills
our
m
Fianol
.si
sanguine
expectations.
Is not only rare beauty in
It v
patches she must feel that, after (mulched) to prevent evapora- t. outward finisli. but tlpt..ne ,..,....1 r..tt ri.'i.
.
a,.... proven to oa
Phone 47
P.O. Box 105
all, her fame is local.
tion. These are the principles of prompt and rehalle iu deultns wiiu me."
Pr""- Parkeruonrc, Pa., aaya! "I most say that tha Lombard
..Jr'!Jei,LPl'ri07rM"'
SUMNER,
FORT
NEW
MEXICO.
scientific soil culture applied to
laaboauulul instrument, aud a credit toa standard firm. We are more than satisfied."
Federal Charter Co., Washington, D. C.( saya: "We now realise
Another argument against wo- the one phase of moisture con ...?'.?: Knapp, President
trial of the Lombard by many musical artists of Washinj-w'.I.- "
aJ'a i""preken-iv- a
man suffrage is that a woman is servation, and they apply not
ardiese of price or make. Every one who has tried this
"V"?
is enthusiastic in iu praise."
apt to ask to have her ballot re only to the conservation of the
are samples of Hundreds
Thee
enthusiastic letters
turned in order to add a
rainfall in the semi-ariplains
received In every mall.
lookout for plans to reduce exEverybody is free to express
but to every acre that is farmed
in
account
Santa
penses
himself,
and all suggestions are
lhat
Do
Mot
Buy
a
Piano Until You Have Investigated the Lombard.
under irrigation, Just now the
Fe authorities say that the "in- noted. In this manner the comOne of the disturbing things interest in the Campbell system
We send the Lombard Piano to any reliable party on 10 days' free trial. formation
meetings" promise pany is able to obtain informaabout this Mexican fuss is the of soil culture is greatest
It may be paid for by easy monthly or quarterly payments. Credit wUl be
among given
good results. So soon as one of tion which enables it to make
to suit any honest customer. A discount allowed for all cash.
prospect of a newcrOp of rough those who
wish to conserve the
these meetings is called to order, regulations for a more satisfactriders.
rainfall, simply because a crop
GALE.SBURG PIANO CO.,
the main question goes before ory disposition of one of the most
can not be grown every year MANUFACTURERS.
OA LES BURO, ILL the house something after this annoying questions confronting
Col, Bryan is busy selecting without knowing its principles,
fashion: "What practical meth- the railroads. ;
candidate but he hasn't announ- while a crop of some kind can be
Seo the editor of this paper for further information about the ods can be adopted for decreasing
Employes are taking a deep
ced yet what the paramount grown by the irrigator if he have Lombard
Piano, and a special opportunity to gt one almost FREE. loss and damage to freight ship interest in the movement, and
UiUt is to be.
water enough.
Some one will get th bargain of his lit.
ments?
(continued on page 6)
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HEALTHY KIDNEYS ESSENTIAL
TO PERFECT HEALTH.

Lin

Spirit mihm
HEN William H. Taft was a
candidate
for the Republican
nomination for president some
newspaper paragrapher said that
doubtless every delegate to the
convention who claimed Yale as
his alma mater would vote for
the nomination of Mr. Taft, no
matter what his instructions
were from the people who made
him a delegate.
Of course this paragraph was
Jocose, but Yale men seem to
be particularly loyal to the president of the United States, and
it Is a curious thing to note that the loyalty of the
men of all colleges to graduates of their Institutions Is marked in Washington. Every official of
high position seems to have the enthusiastic support of the graduates of the school which sent
him out into the world with a Bheepskin under his
arm, and party politics seem to cut no figure at
all In the matter.
Of course the Yale men are not all for Taft,
for Yale has turned out men of all parties, and
men to whonw party means much more than
mere personality.
It may be, however, that Mr.
Taft, if he runs again, will get the vote at the
polls conventions' vote not considered of every
man who was a member of his class at the New
Haven school. They say in Washington and
some of the president's classmates Uve here that
be was as popular with his classmates as any man
whom they claimed as their own, perhaps more
popular, but the Yale men don't care to make
comparisons that might seem Invidious.
The Yale men who were
at school with the president
and who came to Washington to visit, always make
straight for the White
House. This means something more than that Mr.
Taft is simply a holder of a
big public office.
If a person wants to learn
how popularity at school or
unpopularity at school lasts
through life let him make a
study, If he can find the op-

portunity, of the standing
today of some men in the
army and navy. There are
in one or the other of the
twin services today men
who have splendid records
as officers, and yet who
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Remember the name Doan's.
For sale by all dealers. 50 cents a
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
box. Foster-MllburEXPERIENCE.

The Dodger.
Redd I see the greatest range of
vision among human races is said to
be possessed by the Peruvian Indians,
Individuals
who have distinguished
eighteen miles distant.
have a
to
hate
Greene Gee!
I'd
Peruvian Indian for a tailor. Yonkers
Statesman.
Hadn't the Material.
"I really never saw such an Impudent man as that Mr. De Borrowe,"
said Miss Wrathy. "He actually had
the nerve to ask me the other night
how I managed to get that lovely
tinge of auburn in my hair!"
"Really? Well, why didn't you box
his ears?" asked Miss Slimm.
"Why, I only had my Easter hat-bo- x
handy, and that wasn't big
enough," said Miss Wrathy. Harper's
Weekly.

heard some shuffling steps outside nis
prison door. Looking out he saw Pete
l
with his books and his blankets com- ine to share his durance.
the matter. Pete?" he
."What's
asked.
"Nothing," said Pete, "only I forgot
d skeleton down."
to take that d
When William W. Russell first went
to Venezuela in a subordinate diplo
matic capacity, an American naval
who knew him well, who liked
him, and who had memories of the
rilnlnmafa nranks at Annapolis, con
eluded that Pete should have a proper
reception, but it is needress to say
that he didn't take Pete into his conn
rienrp.
to
When Russell, newly accredited
the "court" of President Castro, drove
frnm his hotel to the presidential pal
ace in an open carriage and wearing a
black frock and high hat of diplomacy,
he was greeted in the middle of every
block and at every street corner with
from all the
vociferous cheerlngs
.street gamins that Caraca possessed.
The mighty cry that went up almost constantly
from hotel to palace was:
"Viva Pete Russell."
It is said that William W. Russell's memoryIs was
held
cherished at the' naval academy. His name
in remembrance, so strongly in remembrance that
rkn mi rt at) niYl A.T1 Tl amed Russell who has entered the
academy in the nearly 30 years which have elapsed
since our former Venezuelan minister severeu uu
school connection has escaped the name "Pete."
kV

1

1

.
give over several
pages from their efficiency
records if they could write
the word "popular" In the
'
.
seem Invidious.
There are soldiers and sailors of high rank, men
gray in service and gray In years who have never
been able to live down some little act of their
Uves at either the naval or military academy
which made them unpopular with their fellows,
and the effect of which lasts to this day.
Naming no names and giving no specific case
with date and circumstances it may be said that
in one of the greatest controversies which ever
vexed the service one man won out with the
country, but did not win out with his fellow officers, and he did not win out with them simply
because they thought that the thing be was
charged with doing was in keeping with one act
he committed as a boy, an act that lost him standing "with his lellow students.
At West Point and Annapolis they have a habit
of "cutting" the boy who bears tales, or who
shows a streak of timidity that Is called by a
harsher word, or who does some other thing that
boys In their boyish humor do not like. When a
man graduates and gets Into the service he Is no
longer "cut," but his society is not sought, and as
a result perhaps of a mere momentary weakness,
or a mere monentary thoughtlessness, a whole
career from the social point of view may be
blasted. There are some cases in the army and
navy today, and a pretty fair measure by which
to judge'of a man's personality Is the measure of
regard in which he Is held in later life by the
men who went to school with him In the day of
the boy.
William W. Russell not long ago was this government's envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to Venezuela. He was In the South
American country at the time of the strained relations which existed for a while between Uncle
Sam and. President Castro.
William W. Russell Is popular In the navy and
his popularity dates back to his school days. He
is a grave diplomat with a light in his eye that
neither gravity nor position can put out. But he
was not always a grave lone burdened with the
affairs of state. Once upon a time he was "Pete"
Russell, midshipman at the United States naval
academy. William was changed into "Pete" the
minute that he reported at Annapolis, but truth
compels the statement that neither the official
archives nor the middies' archives disclose the reason for turning William into "Pete." Suffice is
to know that the middles would have it that way,
and that way it went. .
Some time ago I had dinner with a graduate of
Annapolis who had known William W. Russell in
nls "Pete" days at the academy. Midshipman
RuBsell did not graduate, but he was long enough
at the academy to leave his mark upon the Institution and to make his memory dwell lovingly
in the hearts of succeeding generations of middies. Possibly some of the stories that the graduate told of Pete's school days may account In
some measure for the fact that he became a diplomat instead of becoming a salt.
Midshipman Russell had a way with him, and
the middies and the authorities were not long In
finding it out. Pete had difficulty In restraining
himself on occasions, as witness:
One Sunday at Annapolis the chaplain preached
long and droningly. The listening middies were
tired out with the heat of the day and the burden of the sermon, which lasted one hour and
ten minutes. The sermon over, the soloist in the
choir, undeterred and undismayed by the length
of the chaplain's discourse, started In to sing "Sun
f My Soul." He went through the first Une
and then struck Into the second. "It Is
Sot night," he sang. Then be repeated, "Itli not
would

n
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Kipling' Interrogative Answer.
Rudyard Kipling, the well known
said at an
When healthy, the kidneys remove dinner In London:
about 600 grains of Impure matter
"Haven't the women enough? In
from the blood daily; when unhealthy, addition to all their other privileges,
some part of the Impure matter is ab- why Bhould they now have the vote?
sorbed, causing various diseases and
"I was talking to a suffragist the
symptoms. To attain other day.
perfect
you
health,
"'Why should a woman,' she said
mu8t Keeo yur mter' disdainfully,
'take a man's name
i aC
.
You can use when she marries him?'
fíffle3'-'8htno
better remedj
Nik
irrl
"'Why,' said I, 'should she take
than Doan s Kidney everything :else he's got?'" Detroit
,
Pills.
Free Press.
Dr. R. F. Marshall,
East Oakland, Cal.,
The Loved and Lost Hint.
says:
"I ' practiced
Walker The bride was quite a popuIn
medicine
Marshall lar girl, wasn't she?
Watklnson
Yes, indeed. The EvenCounty, Iowa, from 1870 to 1891 and
during that time I became conversant ing Sacrificer sent its sporting man to
report
the wedding. He printed a list
with the splendid properties of Doan's
lovers half a column long
Kidney Pills. I prescribed them in of rejected heading,
"Among Those
under the
cases of kidney trouble with excellent Who Also Ran." New York Journal.
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WAS PROMPTLY
POKED Jft TiJ:
BY
BOftY HAftD OF
PETEÓ ÓKELETON
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night," and repeated It again after the manner of
soloists who don't know when the listeners have
bad enough and having a good hold are loath to
'
let go.
The sermon and the song got on Pete Russell's
nerves. He sat in the middle seat of a pew in
the very middle of the corps of midshipmen with
officers at the front, at both flanks and at the
rear. Under the strain of the thing Pete stood
up, whistled melodiously, but very loudly the tune
accompanying the third and fourth lines of the
first stanza of "Sun of My Soul," and then before
the bewildered and shocked officers could put in
an Interference, he calmly commanded the soloist "to get a move on him."
They grabbed Pete out from his middle pew
seat and marched him down the aisle under
guard. When the corps was dismissed and was
marching back to the barracks Pete was going in
the opposite direction headed for the prison ship,
Santee, with his books and his blanket swung
over his shoulder.
As he passed the marching middles and the
officers In command he was heard loudly soliloquizing, with his head well down in counterfeit
abjectness:
"Poor Pete, poor Pete, breakers right under
poor Pete's bow."
Once upon a time Pete set to work during his
idle hours and constructed a skeleton more fearfully and wonderfully made than any man. Pete
knew the peculiarities of a certain inspecting
officer whose habit It was on entering a midshipman's room to see If all was well and orderly, to
pull the door back witb a sudden jerk and to look
behind It for traces of sweepings, for It was a
common habit with midshipmen to sweep things
behind the door in the hope that they would
pass unnoticed.
Pete finished his skeleton and by the exercise
of nothing less than devilish ingenuity he succeeded in so adjusting it that when the door was
given a sharp, quick jerk, the thing would drive
its fist straight into the eye of the man who did
the jerking. It wasn't Intentional on Pete's part,
for he simply forgot, but he went to recitation one
morning, the morning that the skeleton had been
put up, and left his roommate, who didn't know
that the skeleton behind the door was in existence, to suffer any consequence which might
come The inspecting officer came and gave the
door a jerk and was promptly poked In the eye by
the bony hand of Pete's skeleton.
The officer Instantly marched Pete's roommate,
all Innocent that he was, to the Santee, where he
was locked up. In threet hours the roommate

Missouri Mules for Africa

"

Fiv the steamshlD Welsh Prince; which arrived in
Cane Town the first week of February, says the
Daily Consular and Trade Report, there came a
shipment of American mules which, Dy tnose competent to know,, are adjudged to be the finest mules
yet landed In South Africa.
local farmThey were purchased by a
er, who toured the state of Missouri to get them on
behalf of nrice Bros, of Springs, who hold the contract for the supply of mules to the Johannesburg
The shipment consists of 124 mules.
corporation.
all of which are four to seven years of age and
stand 15 hands in height, this being the stipulation
made by the corporation, who further stipulated
that they must all be bred in the state of Missouri,
which is In such high repute as a mule breeding
country.
A representative of the South African News had
an opportunity of seeing the shipment, and he
states that they are a magnificent lot and have
stood the trip from America well. Seven days were
required for their railway transportation to the
American port, 30 days at sea, with three more days
to Johannesburg.
On one occasion a heavy sea was shipped and
portions of the mule boxes washed away. The captain of the vessel slowed the vessel down for three
hours while the whole crew erected other boxes. On
the whole voyage there was not a casualty, and,
considering the time the mules had been on the
journey, they looked well and fit. This is the second shipment that Brice Bros, have brought. According to a local dealer, the mules just imported
100 ($486.65) to
120 ($583.98) a pair
are worth
' in Cape Town.
"If we could breed mules like those In this country," said a South African authority, "our fortunes
would be made.'' The buyer stated that mules were
very dear In Missouri,
40 ($194.66) each being
considered an average price, and while In Missouri
he saw one pair which realized $3,000.

Superstitious Racing Man
Last year Mr. Fairle did not enter his famous

Lemberg, for the Newmarket Biennial, says London Answers.
It is an odd fact that no winner of the Biennial
has ever been successful in winning the Derby,
and consequently a superstition has grown up that
the race is an unlucky one for Derby aspirants.
Whether Mr. Fairle was influenced by this superstition or not it is Impossible to say, but at any
rate Lemberg was not entered.
Trainers, taking them all round, are a practical,
d
lot, with a few superstitions; but
jockeys as well as the racing public at large, have
a large share oi superstitious beliefs.
Most jockeys have their favorite courses. Fred

Teacher

quette?

Tommy,

what is

a

Tommy It's a thing you make out
of what's left of the stewed chicken.
ECZEMA

BROKE OUT ON BABY

"When my baby was two months
old, she had eczema and rash very
badly. I noticed that, her face and
body broke out very suddenly, thick,
and red as a coal of fire. I did not
know what to do. The doctor ordered
castile soap and powders, but they
did no good. She would scratch, as
it Itched, and she cried, and did not
sleep for more than a week. One
day I saw in the paper the advertisement of the Cutlcura Soap and Cutl-cur- a
Ointment, so I got them and
tried them at once. My baby's face
was as a cake of sores.
"When I first used the Cutlcura
Soap and Cutlcura Ointment, I could
see a difference. In color it was redder. I continued with them. My
baby was in a terrible condition.
I
used the Cutlcura Remedies (Soap
and Ointment) four times a day, and
in two weeks she was quite well. The
Cuticura Remedies healed her skin
perfectly, and her Bkln is now pretty
and fine through using them. I also
use the Cuticura Soap today, and will
continue to, for It makes a lovely
skin. Every mother should use the
They are good
Cuticura Remedies.
for all sores, and the Cuticura Soap
Is also good for shampooing the' hair,
for I have tried It. I tell all my
friends how the Cuticura Soap and
Ointment cured my baby of eczema
and rash." (Signed) Mrs. Drew, 210
W. ISth St., New York city, Aug. 26,
1910

Cutlcura Remedies are sold throughout the world. Send to Eotter Drug
& Ohem. Corp., Boston, Mass., for
free booklet on tha, skin.
The Riddle.
The Sphinx propounded a puzzle.
"Why does it always rain the day
you move?" she asked.
Herewith the ancients gav9 it up.
Strile on wash day. That's when you
use Red Cross Ban Blue. Clothes whitet
than enow. All grocers.

It sometimes happens that a street
fight reminds a married man that
there are other places like home.

The Only Tool That
Will Dig in

HARD PAN
SOILS

m

Free
Booklet
Quick

Those Kind Predictions.
The wedding was over.
"Guests,"
announced
the usher,
"will kindly register their predictions
in this book."
,
"What predictions?"
"As to how long you'll give 'em to
stay married."
Louisville
Real
Senator Brown, apropos of the marital misadventures of a young
said at a dinner in Washington:
"The trouble is that too many of
our idle rich young men think that
among their many rights is included
the right to do wrcng.
"They are, in truth, as foolish in
this respect as the maidservant who
said:
" 'I've got a place among the
for sure this time. They're bang-u- p
aristocrats I live with now.'
" 'What do you mean
by bang-u- p
aristocrats?' a friend asked.
replied.
places
mean
she
"'Oh,'
'I
where they have three kinds of wine
and the ladles smoke and the men
swear.' " Detroit Free Press.
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Archer, for instance, preferred Epsom to any other
Made Only
and certainly it was the scene of his greatest triumphs. On the other hand, he disliked Manchester and he was not alone In his aversion to It.
The Fenn Mfg. Co., Charlotte, Mich.
The late Tom Loates always said that he felt
Patented
anil
something would happen to him at Manchester,
Ml.
and eventually he did have a fearful smash there DAISY FLY KILLER EST;:
N.(,simD. oruamtta.
and lay in hospital for many weeks.
tal.ooor.nlrst.ebeap.
Wells, who rode the Derby winner twice runLa.ta All Bcaaaa.
Mm, of inewl.cmjitiol
ning, would never ride without a potato In his
pill or Up T,r, will
not Ml orinjaro
pocket. The potato had been given to him as a
ihlaf. Guaranteed of
reotlr,.UfaUdaT.ri
child by an old woman who was supposed to be a
or ant prepaid for 10a.
witch. It was hardly larger than a big pea and as
DAROLD SOBHI
110 DoKala la,
hard as a stone. He believed that It brought him
ImUjB, It lots
fciwawmiirii
luck.

.

Took His Mother's Advice, v
A

strong and rather

brutal-lookin-

.

young' man was brought before a magistrate charged with committing an unprovoked assault on a police sergeant.
"Please, sir. I ain't got no defense,
but I should like to make an excuse
for myself. What I did I did because
my mother told me to."
"Nonsense," said the magistrate,
sharply. "I know your mother, and I
am sure she would not order you to
do such a thing."
"But she did, sir." said the young
fellow, in a subdued tone of voice.
"Sam," she said to me, "Sam, you're
no good at book work, and you don't
like the idea of going into the army,
and ain't got the temperament for a
music hall artist. I tell you what
you should do, my son. You should
go for a policeman."
London Chron,
icle.
A Telepathic Shock.
Senator Tillman of South Carolina
has the prize tenderfoot story of the
year.
In the South It Is a proverb that
a negro's head Is hard enough to
break n mule's leg if the mule is foot
ish enough to kick it. If he does
kick it, his leg Is broken, the family
blnc'-- s
a paling to it, and he Is of no
further value as a beast of burden.
One afternoon a negro girl, about
15 years old, was walking up the road
as her feet were
with difficulty,
bound up in immense rolls of cloth.
Her hair on the top of her head
seeired to be a little mussed up.
"What de mattah wif you?" one of
her acquaintances Inquired.
"Mah foots Is so'e," she explained.
"Pap hit me on de hald wif his ax,
and I wuz standln" on some ole iron."
I
Popular Magazine.
HOWARD E. BURTON, ASSAYFR k CHEMIST
COLORADO,
I KADVII-I-E- .
Specimen prices: Gold, silver, lead, tt; gold,
Be ; Kolrl. 60c ; zinc or corner.
$1
nílvr. 7 envelopes
nnd full price list
Mathntr
nt oa
Control nnd umpire tvork
application.
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Circumstances Alter Cases.
"Why, Tommy," exclaimed the Sunday school teacher, "don't you say
your prayers every night before yon
to to bed?"
"Not any more," replied Tommy;
"I uster when I slept in a folding bed,
though." Philadelphia Record.
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ADJOURN SOON
INTEREST IN SUMMER
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AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OF TH
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
WESTERN.

SENATE EXPECTED TO PASS RECIPROCITY BILL WITHIN
MONTH.

Lafayette Grover, the fourth gover
nor of Oregon, died recently at his
home ta Portland.
The St Mary's college, Kansas,
baseball team defeated the Keio university players of Tokio, Japan, 3 to

LITTLE NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON.
The Senate confirmed the nomination of Ernest Kuaebel as assistant attorney general.
It has been indicated that Secretary
MacVeagh will call for popular bids
on an issue of $50,000,000 of Panama

'"v-

bondis.

Commerce between
the
States and border towns of

United
Mexico,
by the

will not be interfered with
United States.
A revised bill for the admission of
Arizona and New Mexico as states
was presented to the House by Chairman Flood.
A reaffirmation of the program of
"hands off" in Mexico is the plan bv
the President and his advisers. The
President believes that all that can
be done is to remove the Americans
as far from the scene of hostilities
as possible.
Pensions of $3,000 a year each for
Mrs. Frances Cleveland, widow of
President Cleveland, and Mary Lord
Harrison, widow of President Harri
son, are provided for in abill introduced in the Senate by Senator Root
of New York.
Facing the question of an early report on the Canadian reciprocity bill
and with the free list bill already before them, members
of the Senate
committee on finance are considering
a Democratic proposition to couple the
two measures.
The House committee on territories
has concluded
its deliberations on
statehood for Arizona and New Mexico, recommending changes in the proposed state constitutions which must
by voters before the
be approved
President proclaims admission.
By spending $6,000,000 to $10,000,000
a year, the. United Státes can have a
permanent reserve corps, of 270,000
trained soldiers, according to Maj.
chief of staff, who opposes a
bill changing the term of enlistment
from three to five years.
The question. Does a conspiracy to
fix the price of a commodity by procuring a "corner" constitute a violation of the Sherman anti trust law?
came up before the Supreme Court of
the United States in the case of the
government against James A. Patten
and other indicted cotton men.
The fight over probably the richest
coal lands in the word was transferred
to the Supreme Court of the United
States when the government docketed
an appeal from the order of the Federal Court of Washington quashing
"Stracey group" indictthe
ment, in the Alaskan coal land case.
Secretary of War Jacob McGavick
Dickinson of Tennessee, the Democratic member of President Taft's cabinet,
Henry L. Stimson, of
has resigned.
New York, recently defeated Republican candidate for governor of that
state, has been given the portfolio.
This announcement was made from
the White House.
Republican minority of the House
of Representatives failed to make a
change in the first Democratic tariff
till that placing on the free list agmeats and
ricultural implements,
many other articles.
The bill passed
by
a
vote
House
the
of 236 to 109,
the Democrats voting solidly and musRepublicans with
tering twenty-fou- r
them.

Although the special
Washington.
session of Congress Is but little more X.
than a month old, talk of adjournment
John Schaffer and Homer Corbet,
has already become general. Republi- car repairers, were killed by the ex
cans in both branches have been hint- plosion of several oil tanks in the car
ing that a recess during
the hot repair sheds of the Santa Fe shops in
months would not interfere with legis- Topeka, Kan. .
lation, while many Democrats in the
Chinese of San Francisco have preHouse are beginning to believe they pared a memorial to be sent to Presiwill be through with all they care to
dent Taft in which they declare the
enact of their legislative programme
treaty between China and the United
within another month.
States is being violated daily.
High temperature experienced last
Joseph W. Axtell, a hotel fireman,
week in Washington served to stimuin
late in the Democratic representatives was shot and killed n the streetstop
more interest in summer resort mat- Salt Lake City, while trying to
a pawn-shi- p
ters than in tariff questions. For sev- a holdup who had robbed
of $6,000 worth of diamonds.
eral days they have been considering
The State Board of Railroad Comthe possibility of getting through for
missioners of Kansas refused to perthe summer by June 15th.
The House expects to have before mit the M. K. & T. railroad to issue
It the revised woolen schedule within! $102,000,000 in bonds on the ground
that the proposition is too indefinite.
a week or ten days.
Many letters have been received at
There was much missionary work
last week to unite the factions for an the office of Governor Shafroth of
naagreement upon a revision. In the
Colorado, asking him to veto the bill
ture of a compromise between the ad- which provides that all cases of tuvocates of a revenue tariff on raw wool berculosis must be reported to the
and the champions of free raw wool. state health officials.
All Democrats have agreed to abide by
silver watch lost
A large, open-fac- e
the caucus decision.
by Frank Strome nearly fifty years
Outside of that feature of the tariff, ago, was recovered in a strange man
with perhaps some revision of the cot- ner when an alligator was killed in
ton schedule, there Is little before the Double bayou near Galveston and the
House. The caucus decided a montn timepiece was found in the alligator s
ago to make thtB a. tariff session.
stomach.
There is nothing to come before the
The American Flag Association has
resoluHouse except some inquiry
issued a circular calling attention to
The Democratic majority intions.
the fact that June 14th is Flag Day
tends to ward off being drawn into dis- and asking public officials, patriotic
cussion of general legislation by con- societies and private citizens to presideration of the discharge calendar, pare
for a fitting observance of the
which is loaded by the Republicans
day. The object of this society is to
with many stumbling blocks. Twice promote reverence
for the American
they have dodged the calendar and
flag.
have announced they believe it can be
The North Dakota state hail insursuccessfully avoided in the future.
Though the Democratic free list bill ance law is of special interest because
probably will not be passed by the it signalizes the advent of the- state
Senate it may not be considered at into the insurance business. The workail the Democratic leaders insist that ing out of the plan will be watched
they have demonstrated to the people with interest, for if the state can furthat in passing that measure their in- nish hail Insurance to its citizens fur-it
tentions were good, and that it will will be argued that it can also
not be necessary for them to insist nish life, fire, casualty and other forms
upon remaining in session to await ac- of insurance with equal propriety.
tion on it by the Senate.
The reciprocity bill they expect the
SPORT.
Senate to pass within a month and
League Stninllns:.
WeHtern
of
President
then all that
Taft asked
V.
Pet.
P.
I
GENERAL.
the extraordinary session will have Sioux City
20
5 ."SO
15
5 .706
12
17
been disposed of. The Senate, they Wiohlta
American Federation of Labor has
7
.611
IS
U
Denver
believe, will then be ready to go Lincoln
7 .611
IS 11
appealed to union men of the country
20
St. Joseph
It9 9 .550 for $500,000 for the defense
home. Meantime the House will conof John
21
12
.429
Omaha
reorgansider such matters as army
5
19
14
.263 J. McNamara.
Topeka
ization, labor legislation and reform Des Moines
3
21
18
.143
Four men were killed when a Balin the civil service.
timore & Ohio train struck the autoIn the Senate, hearings will conThe Greeves Sunday baseball biH betinue this week before the finance
mobile
in which they were riding, at
on the Canadian reci- came a law in Ohio: The playing of Shelby, Ohio.
committee
restrfoted
game
to
afteris
the
the
procity bill, and on the floor the fight
Several men are entombed in the
over the election of a president pro noon on Sunday.
Ross vein of the Boston colliery of
tempore to succeed Senator Frye will
orassociation
been
baseball
has
A
Representatives
be resumed.
of the ganized at Arvada and it is the pur- the Delaware & Hudson Company at
Larksville, Pa.
regular and insurgent Republicans in- pose
of the promoters to have one of
sist that there will be no break in the
The United States Steel Corporation
teams
in
the
best
the
deadlock. The opposition of the proannounced that unfilled tonnage on
gressives "to Senator Gallinger will Denver district.
the books in New York, April 30th,
hold intact, it is said, and the stal"Porky" Flynn of Boston sent Jim
warts will not yield to agree on some Savage of New Jersey to the mat so totaled 3,218,704 tons.
Definite plans for establishing an
other candidate.
frequently in six rounds of a sched- aviation
circuit including Chicago,
Discussion in the Senate of the bill
bout
in
Boston,
uled
that
the
Indianapolis,
Kansas City and St.
passed by the House on the popular
election of senators may come up this referee called the match In the ninth Louis, will be announced soon.
week, Senator Borah intending to call round and gave the decision to Flynn.
Christian Scientists are to erect
up the bill at the earliest opportunity.
The bout between Jack (Twin) one of the most magnificent
monuSullivan of Boston and Tony Ross of ments in the world over the grave of
Texas Leads In, Farming.
Newcastle, Pa., at Buffalo, went the Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy in Mount
Washington.
The value of wealth limit of ten rounds. Sullivan landed Auburn cemetery in Cambridge.
produced on farms of the United two blows to Ross' one but the NewWilliam C. Quantrell, the noted guerStates was $8,926,000,000 In 1910, as castle man never stopped rushing, illa, is alive in Mexico. He was supup
to
gong.
slugging
final
the
Department
Agriestimated by the
of
posed to have been killed in a battle
Boxing bouts as staged
culture In a statement just issued.
at the at Taylorsville, Ky., August 10, 1865,
This Is an Increase of $104,000,000 over Vernon arena in Los Angeles, are not and what is said to be his skull Is now
1909.
Texas with her ten million "prize fights" within the meaning of on exhibition in Topeka, Kan.
acres of cotton, wrested from Illinois the law prohibiting such events acAnnouncement is made in New York
the honor of being the first State in cording to Judge Willis In
that Harry Whitney, big game hunter,
Suthe
the union in value of principal farm preme Court, who dismissed charges and Capt. Robert Bartlett, who comcrops which aggregated (364,110,000.
manded Peary's ship, the Roosevelt,
against those concerned In the
would head another Arctic expedition
contest, March 17th.
purpose of hunting and
Lutherans Hold Great Meeting.
Convict 11,342 of the Missouri state for the double
seeking the records which Dr. Cook
St. Louis. What was declared to prison at Jefferson City is the
latest
says
he left at Etah.
have been the largest Lutheran devo- contender for "white hope"
honors.
Relentless prosecution of John J.
tional service since She days of Martin
sporting editor of a and James B. McNamara
to
a
the
letter
In
and Ortie
Luther was held in the coliseum where
newspaper, the prisoner acknowlMcManigal, the three men under ar16,000 persons gathered to celebrate local
logical person to rest at' Los Angeles, charged
he
is
the
edges
that
anniversary
one
with
of
the
the
hundredth
birth of Rev. Dr. C. F. W. Walther, humble Champion Jack Johnson. He blowing up ; the plant of the Los Ansays
is
six
feet
and
he
four inches geles Times, Is promised by Harrison
who is credited with reviving
the
and Gray Otis, publisher of the Times,
Lutheran church in the United States. tall, has a reach of 84 inches
weighs 230 pounds.
who is in Chicago.
Forest Fires Extending.
FOREIGN.
More beautiful than any Masonic
W. Va. Reports
Wheeling,
from
temple in the country, or in the world,
provisional
government
beMexico's
for that matter, will be the building
northeastern West Virginia and a porfact with the that the Shriners of Medinah Temple
tion of Maryland are that forest fires came an established
I.
naming
of
Francisco
Madero,
Jr.,
are extending through the mountains.
will dedicate to the uses of the craft
provisional president of his cabinet of- in Chicago.
ficers, and the establishment of a cap
As a result of action taken by the
Officers and Negroes Battle.
ital at the captured city of Juarez.
executive committee of the Western
Montgomery, Ala. Two negroes are
city Juarez Passenger Association, at Chicago,
This little bullet-riddle- d
redead and one mortally wounded and Is the provls.onal capital of Mexico, affirming its decision to enforce the
four deputy sheriffs are wounded, one and Francisco I. Madero, Jr., provi- rule providing a special tax for carfatally, as the result of a murder com- sional president, and his staff have rying trunks more than forty Inches In
taken complete possession aft,er win- length, it was predicted that all railmitted by one of the negroes near here ning
the bloodiest battle of the Mex- roads throughout the country will
and of a fight that followed.
ican revolution.
adopt that principle.

NEW MEXICO NEWS
Gathered From

ITEMS.

DON'T NEGLECT
YOUR KIDNEYS.

Minor Occurences of More Than Ordinary Interest.

May 20th is clean up day for Tucumcari.
Tucumcari has purchased the city
water system for $65,000.
Issues Worthless Checks.
Santa Fe is preparing to have a big
Roswell. Solon M. Owens pleaded Fourth of July celebration.
guilty on two counts to issuing worthThe Aztec Irrigation Company will
was
On the first he
less checks.
fined $500 and costs and on the second begin work in the near future.
The cotton planting In the Carlsbad
given a suspended penitentiary sen
project is going with a rush.
tence of one to three years.
According to the last census. Wagon
Prioners Escape from Jail.
Mound has a population of 1,973.
Albuquerque. Frank Boscoe
and
The Modern Woodmen held their
boys, triennial conclave at Santa Fe.
Frank Marsden,
charged with forgery, and Francisco
The Snta,Fe railroad is erecting
Ramos, who pleaded guilty to shoot three more water cranes at Willard.
ing at his employer and was awaiting
The building trades during
this
ascaped from the new
sentence,
month are extremely active in Dem-ing- .
Chaves county jail at Roswell.

All Parts of the State

Buying Tonso f Seed.
are
Melrose. Melrose merchants
sending seed to the farmers literally
by the ton. There are three dealers
in farm seeds here and reports run as
high as five tons sold since the rain
stopped, so the farmers could get to
town.
Gallinas Irrigation Company.
Santa Fe. The Gallinas Irrigation
filed incorporation
Land Company
papers, the capitalization being $50,-00- 0
at Las
and the headquarters
Vegas. The stockholders and" directLeahy,
Herbert W.
ors are David J.
Clark and Stephen B. Davis, Jr.
Postal Bank for Tucumcarl,
Washington
Postmaster General
thirty-si- x
Hitchcock has designated
additional postolfices as postal savings depositaries,
which including
those previously selected will make a
total of 129 established since January
is among ' those
1st.
Tucumcari
named.

The Silver City ' Postal ' Savings
bank was opened for deposits Monday,
May 1st.
Charles W. Snyder has been ap
pointed postmaster at Mineosa, Quay
county.
Frost practically killed all the fruit
in the Springer section of Colfax
county.
Chas. Smith of Albuquerque
has
been granted an original pension of
$20 a month.
Barring unforeseen calamity, the ap
ple crop of San Juan county this year
will be a big one.
The growing of canteloupes will be
an important thing in the Pecos valley this season.
The Roswell Presbyterian church
has secured the services of Dr. D. B.
Simpson as pastor.
Frost in the Mesilla valley damaged strawberries, early grapes, cantaloupes and small fruit.
imposed
Artesia
has voluntarily
upon itself a tax levy of twenty-fiv- e
mills for its public schools.
Every one about Leelrose is busy
getting ready for the big crops that
are now confidently expected.

Baby Drinks Chloroform.
Albuquerque.
Lillian Turner, aged
4, daughter of J. P. Turner of Estancia, had a narrow escape from
death recently. While with a brother
The May term of District Court
and sister at the home of Mrs. Lynch opened at Roswell with the heaviest
she got hold of a bottle of chloroform docket in the history of the court.
and drank a large part of it. A doctor,
Col. James W. Wilson was unaniafter two hours' hard work, succeeded mously
reelected superintendent of the
in saving the child's life.
New Mexico Military Institute at Ros,
well.
Will Pay Big Fine.
Roswell was selected by the Mod
Las Vegas. George Snell of Clayto de- ern Woodmen of America as the place
ton, convicted of conspiracy
fraud the government in the matter for holding the territorial camp in
of homestead entry and who was 1914.
fined $1,000 and costs, withdrew his
Recent wet weather caused a loss
appeal to the Supreme Court. Carl of 700 lambs to Walter Long and 650
Eklund, another prominent man fac- lambs to Carlos Clancy in Guadalupe
ing the same charge, will be tried at county.
the present term of court.
The Foley ranch hoiree hear the
Ozark mill, Socorro county, an old
Real Pioneer Dies.
land mark, was destroyed by fire reLas Cruces. Nestor Armijo, aged cently.
82, one of the oldest and wealthiest
The reservoirs of the Carlsbad pro
residents of the Rio Grande valley,
dropped dead of heart failure in the ject are still practically full with the
Mr. Armijo planting season more than half fin
hall way of his home.
was a prominent members of a prom- ished.
inent family and it is said he leaves
Miss Celsa Wagner, employed in an
an estate valued at close to $1,000,000. Albuquerque laundry, had her bands
He was born near Albuquerque.
drawn into ironing rolls and terribly
lacerated.
Representative.
One
Only
Have
Would
The Wayside Oil & Gas Company
,
Washington.
Under the Houston was
recently organized to drill In the
bill,
as passed by
Bad Lands, sixteen miles east of Tuwould
Mexico
have
New
House,
the
cumcari.
but one representative in the Lower
An oil well drilling outfit has comshe
House of Congress, although
would tave two representatives if this menced drilling on the property of the
bill does not become a law. The bill South ivestern Oil and Gas Company
provides:
That if the territories of at Albuquerque.
Arizona and New Mexico shall become ' Thomas R. Taylor is getting 400
states in the union before the appor- gallons of water per minute from a
tionment of representatives under the five-foo- t
stratum in his, well nine
next decennial census; they shall have miles south of Deming.
one representative each, and if one
Dr. R. Heerman of Roswell will
of such territories shall so become, a
water eighty feet with a
state, such state shall have one rep- pump power
crude oil engine and irresentatives, which representative or
representatives shall be In addition to rigate 160 acres of land.
the number 433 as provided in section
The shortage of County Treasurer
one of this act, and all laws or parts C. B. Chenault of Quay county was
section
with
this
conflict
of laws in
found to be $15,900 and is said to
have been due to loose bookkeeping.
are to that extent hereby repealed.
scenic highway is now
The
open from the Texas line at Anthony
Banner Fruit Crop Predicted.
Nearly 500 carloads cn the south to Dona Ana, five miles
Albuquerque.
north of Las Cruces, a distance of
of fruit, or 240,000 bushels, is the es- twenty-eigh- t
miles.
timate made of the yield expected in
The United States Copper Compathe Roswell district of the Pecos
valley, this season, by far the largest ny, capitalized at half a million dolpapers at
Incorporation
in the history of the district, and one lars, filed
Santa Fe. Headquarters are at Hanthat will set a new record for suc- over, Grant county.
cessful fruit growing in the SouthThe new tipple at the mine now bewest. This estimate Is made by H.
in the north side of
ing operated
J. Hagerman, owner of the celebrated
Blossburg canon, opposite Gardiner, 1b
Hagerman orchards at Roswell, after rapidly nearlng completion and will
conference with Agent Brinker of the be ready for business within the next
Sahta Fe at Roswell, the estimate be- two or three weeks. '
ing forwarded upon request to SecreSeveral hundred acres of cantatary Hening of the New Mexico buBarring loupes have been set out in the Pecos
reau of immigration here.
further Improbable damage by frost valley around Roswell this spring and
or, perhaps, by hail, Mr. Hagerman the crop, which reaches the market
writes that 475 carloads will be a con- between the Rocky Ford and Califorservative estimate and 500 is likely to nia output, will have a clear field.
be nearer themark. At 504 boxes tq
Gas, Electric
The Albuquerque
each carload, "240,000 pounds of fruit Light and Power Company has made
from the Roswell district this season a proposition to the farmers south of
could hardly be tin over estimate," the city to build a transmission line
writes Mr. Hagerman. "It is unneces- to the ranches and supply current for
sary to say that this will be a ban- pump irrigation and the farmers have
ner crop.
the matter under consideration.
House on Statehood. ,
Washington.
for New
Statehood
Mexico and Arizona has been given
attention by the House. Reports were
received from committees on Resolutions of Inquiry and the committee on
Territories, which approved the subreport,
recommending
committee
statehood for both territories after
they shall have voted on certain conArizona is
stitutional amendments.
asked to resubmit the recall provision
voting on an
of its constitution,
amendment which eliminates the judiis
asked to vote
ciary. New Mexico

The motor car purchased
by the
Reclamation Service has arrived at
Elephant Butte and will soon be put
in operation on the new branch railroad.
Santa Fe will get the seminary,
probably a young ladies'
seminary,
that will be conducted under the auspices of the Episcopal church of the
Southwest.
Juan D. Martinez,
of Mora
county, former member, of the Legislature and wealthy stockman, died at
Mora of pneumonia at the age of
years.

ve-ru-- h

Instead of Liquid

Antisepticsor Peroxide
100,000 people last year used

Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic
The new toilet germicide powder to be
dissolved in water as needed.
For all toilet and hygienic uses it is
better and more economical.
To save and beautify the
teeth, remove tartar and
prevent decay.
To disinfect the mouth, destroy disease perms, and

jjj

purify the breath.

To keen artificial teeth and
hrido-eworclean, odorless
To remove nicotine from the teeth and

purify the breath after smoking.

To eradicate perspiration and body
odors by sponge bathing.
The best antiseptic wash known.
Relieves and strengthens tired, weak,
inflamedeyes. Heals sorethroat. wounds
and cuts. 25 and 50 cts. a box. dnifrpists
or by mall postpaid. Sample Free.
THE PAXTONTOILETCO.,BosTOtl.M.

GETTING
Child's
In

A

HIGH

STANDARD

Idea of Goodness Set Forth
Perfect Faith, Without
í
Irreverence.

All things are relative, and to the
child, gazing at life and its wonders
with eyes as yet undimmed by sophistication or sorrow, nothing is Imnothpossible, nothing unspeakable,
ing too sacred to be discussed or too
Not irrevdifficult to be attempted.
erence nor impertinence, but innocence prompts such speeches as that
recorded of the child of a popular
journalist by his devoted paternal

grandmother.
"Grandma," said the little boy, delightedly addressing her, "do you
know what's going to happen? Papa
says that if we're real, real good, he'll
take us to the circus!"
"That's nice," smiled the
adult between whom and the"
eager youngling no hint of age separation mars perfect comradeship.
young-hearte- d

"How good do we have to be?"
The embryo man, after a moment of
silent consideration: "Oh, as good as
God, I guess!"
-

Foolish.

"I am going to asK your father
tonight for your hand in marriage."
"How dreadfully old fashioned you
are."
"In what way?"
"Don't ask him: tell him."
FEED YOUNG GIRLS
Must Have Right Food While Growing.

Great care should be taken at the
critical period when the young girl Is
just merging Into womanhood that the
diet shall contain that which Is upbuilding and nothing harmful.
At that age the structure is being:
formed and if formed of a healthy,
sturdy character, health and happiness
will follow; on the other hand unhealthy cells may be built In and a
sick condition slowly supervene which,
may , ripen Into a
if not checked,
chronic condition and cause
life-Ion- s

suffering.
A young lady Bays:
"Coffee began to have such an effect
on my stomach a few years ago that I
finally quit using it It brought on
headaches, pains In my muscles, and

nervousness!
'I tried to use tea In Its stead, but
found its effects even worse than those
I suffered from coffee. Then for a long
time I drank milk at my meals, but at
last it palled on me. A frlentf came to
the rescue with the suggestion that I
try Postum.
"I did so, only to find at first, that I
didn't fancy it But I had heard of so
many persons who had been benefited
by its use that I persevered, and when
I had It made right according to directions on the package I f ound it
grateful in flavour and soothing and
strengthening to my stomach. I can
find no words to expresB my feeling
of what I owe to Postum!
"In every respect it has worked a
the headwonderful improvement
aches, nervousness, the pains in my
side and back, all the distressing
symptoms yielded to the magic power
of Postum. My brain seems also to
share in the betterment of my physical condition; it seems keener, more
alert and brighter. I am, In Bhort, in
better health now than for a long
while before, and I am sure I owe it
to the use of your Postum." Name
given by Postum Company, Battle
Creek, Mich.

"There's a reason."
TCver read the above letter? A new
one apnenr from time to time.
re frennlne, trae. and tall of hnnuue
Intercut.

i

FREE mm

"8HE WHO HESITATES

IS LOST."

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

WHAT

I WENT

DENVER MARKETS.

A trial package of Munyon's Paw Paw
Pills will be sent free to anyone on request. Address Professor Munyon, 53d &
Jefferson Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. If you are
in need of medical advice, do not fail to
write Professor Munyon. Your communication will be treated in strict confidence,
and your case will be diagnosed as care
fully as though you had a personal interview.
Munyon's
Paw Paw Pills are unlike
all other laxatives or cathartics. They
coax the Mver into activity by gentle
They do not scour, they do
methods.
not gripe, they do not weaken, but they
do start all the secretions of the liver
and stomach in a way that sooh puts
these organs in a healthy condition and
corrects constipation. In my opinion
constipation is responsible for moBt ailments.
There are 28 feet of human
bowels, which is really a sewer pipe.
When this pipe becomes clogged the
causpoisoned,
becomes
whole system
ing biliousness, indigestion
and impure
rheumatism
blood, which often produce
who
and kidney ailments. No woman
suffers with constipation or any liver
ailment can expect to have a clear
complexion
or enjoy good health. If
I had my Way I would prohibit the sale
s
of the cathartics that are
of
now being sold for the reason that they
soon de'stroy the lining of the' stomach,
setting up serious forms of indigestion,
and so paralyze the bowela that they
to act unless forced by strong

purgatives.
Munyon's Paw Paw Pills are a tonic
They
to the stomach, liver and nerves.
invigorate instead of weaken; they enrich the blood instead of impoverish
it; they enable the stomach to get all
the nourishment from food that is put

into it.
pills
These
contain no calomel,, no
and
healing
dope ; they nre soothing,
stimulating. They school the bowels
to act without physic.

Regular size bottle, containing 45 pills,
cents. Munyon's Laboratory, 53d &
Jefferson Sts., Philadelphia.
25
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JUNE

of this year

the
anniversary of the
birth of Harriet Beecher Stowe

IN will

be widely celebrated. A new
life of the "little woman who
made the great war," as Lincoln called
her, is about to come from the press,
written by her son, Charles Edward
Stowe, and her grandson, Lyman Beecher Stowe.
Among the most Interesting of the
facts it brings out is that it never
occurred to the "little woman" that
there was anything about "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" in the least likely to
precipitate a war. She wrote the
book with the kindliest feelings toward the south, and her aim was to
be not only just but generous.
To begin with, Mrs. Stowe was not
of the extreme abolitionist type. It
was her firm belief that the better
element In the south hated slavery,
and that this element was much larger
than was commonly supposed. Then,
too, while she loathed the system with
all her heart she was willing to believe that It took more often than not
the kindly patriarchal form.
She gave Uncle Tom three masters,
and two of them were kind. She made
one of her plantation owners detest
slavery and free his slaves. She wanted to make the north understand that
the best southerners would
with them In a reasonable attempt
to do away with the evil.
Never was a little lady more surprised to And herself execrated. Her
feeling had been when she first wrote
the book that It would displease the
abolitionists and, bring sympathetic response from the south that is, if
anybody ever read it at all, which she
had doubted.
When the book appeared the world
turned topsy-turvfor her. Garrison,
with whom she never quite agreed,
wrote her that Bhe was no longer
abused she had drawn It all on herself. People In the south who had
not read the book, or who had read It
with their minds made up beforehand,
thought her some sort of a monster.
A cousin who lived in Georgia did
not dare put the name Qf Mrs. Stowe
on the envelope when she wrote to

her.

METALLIC HEELS

AND COUNTERS
Furnish Shoe Insurance (o Miners, Quarry-meFarmers and All Men Who
Do Rough Work
Shoes fitted with metallic heels list twice as long
as unprotected shoes. You can buy shoes ready
fitted with these heels
or your cobbler can quickly
fit them to the shoes you're now wearing. Lighter
than leather.
If your dealer isn't supplied, write us.
Your inquiry brings a booklet.
UNITED

SHOE

MACHINERY

CO.

-

BOSTON,

MASS.
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Mrs. Stowe found herself, in short,
put in a class of agitators with whom
she had never belonged, and the poor
little dove of peace she had sent out
came back with its feathers ruffled beyond recognition.
The question of slavery came Into
her life at an early peried. It is not
true that' she knew nothing of the
"peculiar institution" at first hand.
She lived long in Cincinnati and met
there many southerners, and it was
on plantations where she visited that
she got the color for the book she
was to write many years after.
She was hardly more than a girl
when she visited the Kentucky plantation which became afterward the home
of Uncle Tom and Eliza, and about
the same time she met Topsy. Topsy
came to Cincinnati In the company of
a wealthy Louisiana family which had
liberated its slaves and It was in trying to teach her religion that the
famous conversation occurred:
"Do
you know who made you?" "Nobody
as I knows on; I 'spect I growed."
In 1836 Cincinnati became the hotbed of
talk. Mr. Theodore
Weld of Lane Theological seminary led
the movement. He had spent much
of his life in the midst of slavery and
was dedicating the remainder of his
life to its overthrow. His ablest assistant, the editor of an abolitionist
paper, was Dr. Birney, a slave owner
from Alabama, who had freed hiB
slaves, and come away to fight the

system.
It was natural that with these
friends Mrs. Stowe should have had
klndlly feelings toward the south,
should have thought that it was rapidly wakening to the horror of slavery,
and that the .majority of its citizens
were anxiously trying to put an end
to it. As far as the "cause" was concerned her associations
were with
southerners rather than
the northern abolitionists.
y

Henry Ward Beecher edited In

Cin-

cinnati a small dally paper, his sister,
Stowe,

helping him. She
records an incident of the agitation
in Cincinnati that shows the fighting
blood of the young man who was to
GIRLS
A COUNTRY SCHOOL FOR
become the great preacher.
Dr. Blrney's abolitionist paper was
in New York City.
Best features of coun-frsports on wrecked by a mob, and she writes:
and city life.
school park of 35 acres near the Hudson "Many respectable citizens
are inRiver. Academic Course Primary C asst. clined to wink at the outrage In conGraduation. Upper class for Advanced sideration of its moving in the line
Special Students. Music and Art. Write of their prejudices."
Henry Ward
for catalogue and terms,
lb sue Ua nam. Xmtik bam. KmUUI SI. tat, III Beecher did not wink. He feared an
now

Mrs.

Cattle.
Beef steers, grain fed, good
5. 25(55.73
to choice
Beef steers, grain fed, fair
4. 75, 5.2b
to good
Beef steers, pulp fed, good to
5. 25S5.75
choice
Beef steers, pulp fed, fair to
4. 5005.25
good
Beef steers, hay fed, good to
5.60
5. 00
choice
Beef steers, hay fed, fair to
4. ,D0(S5.00
good
Cows, and heifers, grain fed,
4 ,755.45
good to choice
Cows and heifers, grain fed,
4 .0004.75
fair to good
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
4 ,505.40
good to choice
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
3 ,504.40
fair to good
...
Cowg and heifers, hay fed,
4 ,505.25
good to choice
Cows and heifers, hay fed,
3. 504.40
fair to good
S. 003.50
Stock cows and heifers
2. 50S3.25
Canners and cutters
6..00ÍÍ8.25
Veal calves
3. 25ÍÍ4.25
Bulls
4. 00
5.00
Stags
Feeders and stockers, good
5. ,005.40
to choice
Feeders and stockers, fair
to good
...4 .25 5.00
Feeders and stockers, com3 5004.25
mon to fair
Hogs.
Good

5.956.05

Hogs
Sheep.

iJU?fffr BECCHCajTOWE JOS
attack on his own paper, and his sister found him one day making bulShe asked what
lets In the kitchen.
he was making them for.
"To kill men with," he answered
grimly, and Mrs. Stowe, telling her
son about it years later, said. "I
I
never saw Henry look so terrible.
did not like it, for I feared he was

Ewes
Wethers
Yearlings (light)
Lambs
Stock sheep

400
4.50

4.50
4.85

5,005.40
5.00
3.00

5.60
4.00

THROUGH
Before taking Lydia EPinkharn's
Vegetable Compound.
express
cannot
Natick, Mass. "I
what Í went t hrough during the change
lot lite Detore 1 mea
Lydia E. Plnkham's

Myrtilla He proposed, but I didn't
say yes. I want to keep him on the
rack for awhile.
Miranda Be careful, or you may
find yourself on the shelf.
AH WEAR SHOES,
E.ADIF.S
one size manlier after using Allen's
the antiseptic powder to be shaken into i be
shoes. It makes tight or new shotjN feel easy.
Rrtutt substitutes. For Free trial package, address Alien B. Olmsted, Le Boy, N. V.

Difficult to Answer.
Explaining the happenings of the
sixth day of the creation, Miss Frances Hartz read to her Sabbath school
class: "And the Lord God formed man
out of the dust of the ground."
"Well," spoke up one kid, "that's
nothln' new. Did he put him in the
sun to dry, the way we do our mud
pies?"
Miss Hartz discreetly slurred the
answer and proceeded with her lesson. Cleveland Leader.
For over fifty years Rheumatism and
Neuralgia sufferer nave found great relief in Hamlinx Wizard Oil. Don't wait
for inflammation to set in. Get a bottle
today.
If You Have Money.
That fellow Gotrox Is a multimillionaire. He has more money than
brains."
"Well, what does he want with

isrw

Vesetable

Com

I was in such
a nervous conuiuon
I could not keep
My limbs
still.
were cold, 1 had
creepy
sensations,
and 1 could not sleep
nights. I was finally
told by two phys
that I also
iciansa tumor.
I read
Jhad
one day of the wonderful cures mada
by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetabio
Compound and decided td try it,
and it has made me a well woman.
My neighbors and friends declare it
had worked a miracle for me. Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
worth its weight in gold for women
during this period of life. If It will
help others you may publish my
letter." Mrs. Nathan B. Greaton,
51 X. Main Street, Katick, Mass.
The Change of Life is the most critical period of a woman's existence.
Women everywhere should remember
that there is no other remedy known
to medicine that will so successfully
carry women through this trying
period as Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
If you would like special advice
about your case write a confiden...

pound.

tial letter to Mrs. Pinkliam, at
Lynn, Mass. Her advice la free,
and always helpful.

Grain.
(F. O. B. Denver, carload price.)
brains?"
Wheat, choice, milling, 100
1.27
lb
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup for Children
1.35 teething, softens the gums, reduces inflammaRye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs...
1.30 tion, allays pain.cures wind solic, 25c a bottle.
Nebraska oats, sacked
1.13
Corn in sack
growing bloodthirsty."
1.14
Corn chop, sacked
It's easy to see the blessings of
1.25 poverty through
Professor Stowe helped at times the Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs
the eyes of a milSYrl
"YEARS B faíslitía. "SttírSl
who
was
underground railroad. He it
lionaire.
FifoMillSM "I Ti fiiilMiil
Hay.
took the original of Eliza and "Little
Fononei are made in patents. Pm-r- ís
Harry" to the house of the old Quaker (Prices paid by Denver Jobbers F. O.
DATEIITQ
I tH I O tectrulirideas. Our&t page bookfrea.
Bed Cross Bag Blue, much better, goea
B. track Denver).
when the master was pursuing the
farther than liquid blue. Get from any Vltzserald & Co.. Box K, Washington, D. C
15.00
fugitives.
good grocer.
It was not long after this Colorado upland, per ton. .14.00
esaiest to work with ana
nrrlaynr CTaCnU
that she wrote she felt keenly the Nebraska upland, per ton. 13.00 14.00
dinfVun starchea clothes nicest.
ULrlMnUL
Colorado
A man may avoid family cares by
Second
bottom,
need of arf intermediate party which
and Nebraska, per ton. . .11.0012.00 taking care of his family.
would oppose slavery without the vioW. N. U., DENVER, NO.
12.5013.50
But, she said, Timothy, per ton
lence of abolitionists.
12.0013.00
BETTER POR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN THAN CASTOR OH,
if no such party was formed many Alfalfa, per ton
people would be forced to join the South Park choice, per ton 16.0017.00
AW
SAI.TS.OR PILLS. AS IT SWEETENS AND CLEANSES THE SYSTEM MORE EFFICIENTLY
abolitionists "in spite of their ex- San Luis Valley, per ton . .12.5013.50
IS FAR MORE PLEASANT TO TAKE.
per
Valley,
ton
.13.0014.00
Gunnison
cesses."
5.00
4.00
In 1S50 the Stowes left Cincinnati Straw, per ton
for Brunswick, Me. It was there that
v
Dressed Poultry.
her great resolve was taken that she
IS THE IDEAL FAMILY LAXATIVE, AS
21
20
would use her pen to fight slavery. Turkeys, fancy, D. P
19
IT GIVES SATISFACTION TO ALL, IS
17
Already she was a successful author Turkeys, choice
16
14
ALWAYS BENEFICIAL IN ITS EFFECTS
and deeply Interested in the cause of Turkeys, medium
15
16
AND PERFECTLY SAFE AT ALL TIMES.
the slave. Her brother wrote and put Hens, large
16
....15
the proposition to her squarely: why Hens, small
18
...17
Ducks
subject
not
write
about
did she
the
14
13
nearest her heart and make people Geese
CALIFORNIA FÍO SYRUP CO.
8
7
understand? It was in the little parlor Roosters
in 1iie Circle.
She read
of her Brunswick home.
Live Poultry.
the Genuine.
oneveroPacftaa
the letter aloud. As she finished the Hens
14Vi
0
appeal she rose from her chair, crush- Broilers, doz
5.007.00
in
ing the letter
her hand and said: Roosters
".
7
"God helping me, I will write."
SELL THE ORIGINAL AND
ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS
16
15
Ducks
Tom's
for
"Uncle
material
The
GENUINE WHEN CALLED FOR, ALTHOUGH THEY COULD
19
17
Turkeys, lb
Cabin" came from various sources, Geese
INFERIOR PREPARA.
BY
SELLING
13
MAKE A LARGER PROFIT
12
but she verified them all. The KenT10NS, YET THEY PREFER TO SELL THE GENUINE, BECAUSE
i lili
tucky plantation she already kneW.
Butter.
rr IS RIGHT TO DO SO AND FOR THE GOOD OF THEIR
The slaves whom she had known in Elgin
21
SUCH
WHEN IN NEED OF MEDICINES,
CUSTOMERS.
Cincinnati had talked freely, giving Creameries, ex. East., lb. . .
23
gCENT. or ai.coholH jj
DRUGGISTS ARE THE ONES TO DEAL WITH, AS YOUR
tragedy
of
as
the
the light as well
23
Creameries, ex. Colo., lb. ..
LIFE OR HEALTH MAY AT SOME TIME DEFEND UPON
lot.
their
20
Creameries, 2d grade, lb. ..19
THEIR SKILL AND RELIABILITY
19
Uncle Tom seems to have been Process
WHEN BUYING
13
drftwn from Joshua Hoosen, a black Packing stock
man of great sweetness and piety, who
NotetfiflMName
of the Gompan
Eggs.
told her appalling stories of life as
WJ 1 1 1 .T ! H f 1 M'i' J ii V7a
$4.1
he had seen it.
Eggs, case count, case
HCAUR
The book, then, was published, with
STRAIGHT ACROSS, NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND M
PRINTED
MARKETS.
MISCELLANEOUS
many misgivings, but none among
THE CIRCLE.NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE.OF THE
them was that the south would fail
CENU1NE.
ONE SIZE ONLY, FOR SALE BY AU. LEADING
Stock.
Live
Eastern
of
REGULAR
PRICE SO. PER BOTTLE
her
to understand the friendliness
DRUGGISTS.
Market
Cattle
Kansas City.
spirit. Then she found herself the
SYRUP OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA IS THE ONLY PERFECT FAMILY LAXATIVE,
$5.2506.15;
STRENGTHENING
most famous and the most abused steady; native steers,
WAY
BECAUSE IT IS THE ONE REMEDY WHICH ACTS IN A NATURAL,
southern Bteers, $4.0005.75; southern
woman in the world
THE SYSTEM, WITHOUT UNPLEASANT AFTEREFFECTS AND WITHOUT
AND CLEANSES
native
W ANY
Mrs. Stowe had that exaltation of cows and heifers, $3.254.75;
DEBILITATING
OR CJUP1NG, AND THEREFORE DOES NOT INTERFERE
IRRITATING,
BY MILLIONS
OF WELL.
character which lifts a soul above cows and heifers, $3.006.00; stockers
WAY WITH BUSINESS OR PLEASURE. IT IS RECOMMENDED
PERSONAL
$4.00
ITS.
bulls,
FROM
USE.
GET
TO
VALUE
ITS
feeders,
OF
$4.7505.75;
and
KNOW
of
FAMILIES,
WHO
the
praise or blame. In the midst
WORMED
BY THE
MANUFACTURED
western
4.50 0 6.75,
BUY THE GENUINE;
ALWAYS
calves,
EFFECTS
BENEFICIAL
tumult she wrote poetry and planned 5.25;
cows,
western
a trip to England in the interest of steers, $4.755.85;
It is typical of her in- $3.255.00.
the cause.
strong;
Hogs Market steady to
genuousness that she was much surprised to find herself welcomed and bulk of sales, $5.9006.00; heavy, $5.90
5.95; packers and butchers, $5.90
feted on the other side of the ocean.
Where she had expected to rest and 6.00; lights, $5.9506.02.
muttons,
Sheep Market steady;
see nobody, she discovered Bhe was
$3.504.50; lambs, $5.006.35; fed
the talk of the country.
When the war broke out Mrs. wethers and yearlings, $4.0005.50; fed
i
Stowe's son was among the first to go. western ewes, $3.5004.25.
It Has That Delicious Flavor and Aroma That
She wrote afterward: "It was the will
Metals.
that the slave mothers
of God
Satisfies Millions Throughout the World.
Copper
Standard
New York.
whose tears nobody regarded, should
"company
great
$11.55
of
May
a
Spot,
and
June,
with
them
Weak.
have
weepers, north and south Rachels 11.60; July and August, f 11.5511.65.
weeping for their children and refus- Lake copper, $12.37M12 50; electroing to be comforted."
lytic, $12.12&12.25; casting, $11.87
12.00.
After the war Mrs. Stowe went
Tin Firm, but quiet. Spot and
south and lived for a time in Florida.
was
to
cotton
with
Over 2 Million Packages Sold Weekly.
raise
scheme,
May, $42.5043.00; June. $42.30
The
disastrously.
failed
it
but
labor,
43.00;
July, $41.85042.40; August,
free
In other ways the stay in the south $41.25041.80.
was a success, and everywhere Mrs.
Stowe appears to have been treated
Grain at Kansas City.
The era of abuse
with consideration.
City Close: Wheat May,
Kansas
over.
was
July, 8484Hc, sellers; Sepfijyjfl 2í52
iSb&I
After cotton they tried to raise 88c;
Cnsh wheat,
oranges, but a frost spoiled that plan. tember,
W. L. Douglas shoes cost more to make than ordinary shoes,
No. 2 hard, 88
higher.
steady
to
lc
with
selected
greater
and
used
are
because higher grade leathers
Mrs. Stowe lost J34.000 in this way, 97c; No. 3, 86095c; No. 2 red, 91
care. Theee are the reasons why W. L. Douglas shoes are guarand then she founded the Christian 92c;
wear
longer
and
and
better
look
fit
hold
to
sliape.
anteed
thoir
No. 3, 8790c.
Union with her brother, Henry Ward
than any other shoes you can buy:
No. 2 mlxei
Vota Unchanged.
Beecher, and lost most of the rest of
irBÍWARF OF SUBSTITUTES.
No. 3, 62c; No. 2 white, 52c;
her money. She kept writing, not be- 52c;3
The genuine have W. L. Douglas name and the retail
61c,
May,
sellers;
cause her fame tempted her, but be- No.
stamped
price
on the bottom, which guarantees full value
sellers; September,
cause the money was needed. "Uncle July,
and protects the wearer against high prices and inferiorshoes.
sellers.
many
5050c,
so
which
made
Cabin,"
Tom's
REFUSE SUBSTITUTE CLAIMED TO BE 'JUST AS GOOD'
If tenr Hulor nnnnt annul vnn with th (rmtiinM W.TIoiit1bJi shopa. writs
Oats Unchanged. No. ? white, 32
fortunes, never yielded her more than
Boys' Shoes
for MtUl Order O.tlog. Shot teat direct from factory to wrarrr. nil cha nre
2.O0, $2.504 3.00
mm. mmm
32c; No. 2 mixed. 3132c.
MU
jrw. a.
a few hundred dollars.
lOUtMs Ata BpiMTa.

old

of

rl
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CALIFORNIA

"For Tea

You

FIG SYRUP CO.

Can't Beat Lipton's

UPTON'S TEA

8383c.

5151c;

5050c,

W. L. DOUGLAS
Shoes
3

35& 4

For Little Misses

LOST FAITH

KIDNEY TROUBLE

CAUSES LUMBAGO
Remarkable StoryAbout Great Remedy

I cannot refrain from writing to say
that your Swamp-Roo- t
has benefited me
greatly.
Last year I had a severe attack
lumbago.
Was bad for a long time.
of
and on seeing your advertisement, I de
termined to give it a trial. 1 did so and
in two weeks was cured. I gave a bottle
to a poor woman who could scarcely walk,
fche.came to me in four days to tell me
the was all right and most thankful. I
had another attack last November and
was so bad that I could not rise from my
cltair without assistance and could hardly
lace up my boots. I at once sent for
more Swamp-Roo- t
and after taking two
bet ties, I am more than glad that I am
well again. My age being seventy-three- ,
I
am the more convinced of the excellence
of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-RooYours very trury,
HENRY SEA RLE.
1410 Arch Street.
Little Rock, Ark.
IV.

loiter t
Ella.tr

Cft.

Will Do For Yoi
Prove What Swamp-RoSend to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bingham
ton, N. Y., for a sample bottle. It will
convince anyone.
You will also receive
a booklet of valuable information, telling
all about the kidneys and bladder. When
writing, be sure and mention this paper.
For sale at all drug stores. Price fifty

cents and
There is still plenty of honey In the
rock for the man who has the patience to keep on pegging away until
he gets to It.
A Strong Preference.
"She la literary. Isn't she?"
"Yes, indeed;
she'd rather
than do housework any day."

BY JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

prettier millinery can be found
NOfor the little miss than Is pictured here. Children's hats are
more elaborate than for many
seasons, but the choice of materials
saves them from losing their childishness. 8imple laces, light and transparent straws, small flowers and soft
lightweight ribbons, with high luster,

DAINTY

LATEST

MADE

UP

IN

DARK

BLUE

IDEAS

IN

HOSIERY

Smartly Dressed Girls Have Returned
to the "Clock" Silk Stockings
Always the Proper Thing.
"Clocked"
hosiery,
such as was
worn years ago, has become the newest fad for smartly dressed girls. All
the stockings for day wear show this
embroidery up the side, sometimes In
but more often in one contrasting.
Red or white on black' Is
beyond doubt the best.
This form of decoration ha n IrAnrtv
displaced openwork for the carefully
uressea woman. It bas finally been
decided that lacy effects are not good
for the street, but that they should be
reserved for the house and evening
wear. Therefore, elaborate
la tho
hosiery for dress use, it, Is very plain
for street wear.
Severity In out of doors dress has
led to adoDtlne an entlrelv Aitorant
quality of hosiery for that time. Girls
wno can airord to, wear silk stockings
always, but they have now at least
three different qualities. When walking, the thin
transparent, though
plain, kind Is given up.
This Is now reserved fnr tho'hnucA
In the morning, or when paying visits
in a motor in the afternoon.
A New Silk.
Among the newest and elegant silken fabrics which the season has called
Into prominence is satin feutre, a very
lustrous weave, heavy of weave, beautiful of finish, but soft and graceful
despite Its heaviness.
It is quite wide, as are the finer
silks, and Is to be had in plain colors
In the new and fashionable tones, as
well as striped effects the ground
one shade and tiny hair line of contrasting color crossing it. The stripes
are single and not too far apart to be
unduly conspicuous.
For elegant afternoon or more simple street dresses satin feutre Is very
effective and will make very striking
toilettes.

Hint for Traveler.
One girl, who Is something of a traveler, has for her trunk a large sheet of
blue muslin. This Is put In the bottom of the trunk before the packing
Is started. When everything Is In It
is folded over the top of the clothes
and firmly pinned with safety pins.
With this precaution the girl Is sure
to find her garments as smooth at the
end of a trip as at the start.
Making Over Hemstitched Linen.
Having a lunchcloth and several
traycloths that were beginning to
break at the hemstitching, I found that
by sewing a piece of lace or fancy
open
finishing
braid
over
the
hemstitching I could make them last
much longer, and also look as well as
new. Harper's Bazar.
Charming
Atriped silk
plain silk.
and with It
nlnon.

In dark blue
costume
with revers and cuffs In
Is
The skirt
is worn a blouse in blue

MAN

Eskimo Tested Efficacy of Telephone
Scheme, and Realized He Had
Been Deceived.

Effective With Gold.
Gloves of the natural yellow doeskin will be found effective with a costume which has gilt buttons or other
decorations of the most precious

Ambiguous.
Obliging Shopman (to lady who has
purchased a pound of butter) Shall I
send H for you, madam?
Lady No, thank you. It won't be
too heavy for me.
Obliging Shopman
Oh, no, madam.
I'll make it as light as I possibly
can. Punch.
Question of Change.
A story is going the rounds of a
couple of young people who attended
church recently.
When the collection
was being taken up the young man
commenced fishing In his pocket for
a dime. His face expressed his embarrassment as he hoarsely whispered: "I guess I haven't a cent, I
changed my pants." The young ladyi
who bad been examining the unknown
regions of woman's dress for her
purse, turned a pink color, and said:
"I'm in the same fix."
A

IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMER TIME.

Many a time this summer you're going to be just about done out by the
heat hot, and so thirsty it Just seems
nothing could quench it. When such
moments arrive or when you just
want a delicious, palate fielding drink
step into the first place you can find
where they sell COCA-COLIt's delicious, refreshing
and completely
s
or
At
carbonated in bottles 5c everywhere.
CO., Atlanta,
Send to the COCA-COLGa., for their free booklet "The Truth
About
Tells what
COCA-COLIs and why it Is so delicooling
cious,
and wholesome.

"All Run

Down"

Describes the condition of thousands of
men and women who need only to purify
and enrich their blood. They feel tired
all the time. Kvery task, every responsibility, has become hard to them, because
they have not strength to do nor power
to endure.
peoIf you are one of these
ple or are at all debilitated take

An interesting story Is told regard
ing the efforts of an Eskimo to con
struct a telephone line. The Eskimo
came Into possession of a piece of wire
of considerable length and never hav
ing seen wire before he asked Professor McMillan of the Peary north pole
It purities and enriches the blood, and
builds up the whole syBtem.
expedition what it was and what It
Get it today in usual liquid form or
was used for. He was told that the white
chocolated
tablets called 8arsatabs.
man strung it on poles stuck In tbe
ground and a voice talking to an inA COUNTRY GIRL'S EXPERIENCE
strument at one end could be heard at
19 tlluslratlorn true to life.
In the Metropolis
tflrl louvlrtB tut the bii city. Getting ac- tbe other end. After some search the
A nlcturn lliat
nnulnt.'rt iv h it NowYorl uarulilcr
to everyono.
zot win Dnng you a tnese
next morning the Eskimo was found
Even a wise man can't tell when a boauiltiil ulPtrres. ItixJH ready to frame.
to be engaged in telephone construcevery to
in
live
nuimers
woman's hat Is on straight.
liahlug Co., 30 East 1 4th Street, New York,
tion work of his own. He stuck some
sticks In the ground and bung bis
wire on them. He held one end of
the wire to his mouth and talked to
Do You
It at tbe top of bis voice. Then be
Do you feel all tired out? Do you sometime
ran as fast as he could to the other
think vou iust can't work away at your profei- end and held the wire to his ear with
loa or trade any longer P Do you have a poor ape
the expectation of hearing his own
titet and lay awake at nights unable to sleep P Are
word a repeated.
your nerves all done, and your stomach too P Has am
When he failed to hear any sounds
bltion to forge ahead in the world left you? If so, you
the expression on his face revealed
might as well put a stop to your misery. You can do It if
you will. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery will
his opinion of his white friend.
make yon a different individual. It will Bet your lazy Liver
to work.
It will set things right in your stomach, and
GETTING FRIÉNDLY.
your appetite will come back. It will purify your blood.
If there is any tendency in your family toward consumption.
It will keep that dread destroyer away. Even after eon
I
9
1
sumption has almost gained a foothold in the form of
lingering cough, bronchitis, or bleeding at the lungs, it will bring about a
cure in 98 per cent, of all cases. It is a remedy prepared by Dr. R. V. Pierce,
of Buffalo, N. Y., whose advic il liven frtt to all who wish to write him. His
great suocess has come from his wide experience and varied practice.
Don't be wheedled by a penny-grabbidealer into taking inferior substigood." Dr.
tutes for Dr. Pierce'B medicines, recommended to be " just
Pierce's medioines are of enown composition. Their every ingredient printed
oa their wrappers. Made from roots withont alcohol. Contain no habit"
forming drugs. World's Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

Feel This Way?

Important to Mothers

bon shirred at each edge on a wire.
The brim is finished with the braid
laid in boxplaits. A childish wreath
of small daisies and forget-me-notwith bows of ribbon at each side, trim
the hat. A Blngle tie (which may be
omitted) falls from the left side and is
fastened to the shoulder with a little
collar pin under a pray of flowers.

SCARFS FOR SUMMER

WHITE

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

take away every suggestion of grownup styles and leave us and the little
ladies equally delighted with the season's offerings.
The first hat shown Is the familiar
corday model with puffed crown of
lacy braid ' and brim facing of the
same. The upper brim is covered with
two rows of side plaited chiffon or
mull edged with lace. A collar of ribbon is finished with a rosette at the
side, made of two ruffles of the ribbon.
Small rose buds and foliage finish the
trimming. Children from six to sixteen
years can wear a design of this kind.
The 'odd little hat in Fig. 2 1b designed for a little youthful wearer. It
Is made on a wire frame of a lacy silk
braid. The side crown Is made of rib

Of All Kinds and Descriptions, and
Generally More Elaborate Than
Ever.
Marabout and ostrich scarfs are
Inore elaborate than ever.
There Is no end to tbe possibilities
that He within the flufllness of the
feathers, combined with folds or sblr-rlng- s
of chiffon.
An edging of black and white marabout completes a bit of feminine
daintiness that would add charm to
any costume.
A fancy bow of cerise velvet combined with chiffon In the same shade
bas Jong ends that would be especially effective on a white frock.
The most popular scarfs have bodies
of shirred chiffon with edgings
of
marabout that either match or are la
striking contrast.
They are so simple In design that
any woman even passably clever with
the needle can fashion one in an afternoon.
A muff to match is a smart acquisition and the set looks well with an
evening coat or for theater wear.

read

IN

Tom

Making any progress in your

suit for Miss Millyun's hand?
Dick
Tom
ed you
Dick
as hard

Oh, yes.
Why, I heard her father kickout every time you called.
Yes; but he doesn't kick mo
as he used to.

Some Antique Mugs.
The college collector of antiques
stopped off at Bacon Ridge.
"Good day, sir," he said, addressing
the postmaster. "I am collecting
articles and would like to
know If I could find anything like that
In this hamlet. Say antique mugs, for

instance."
Uncle Jason stroked his chin whiskers.
"Antique mugs! By hek, I know the
very place where thar be two of them
x f
now."
"You do? Here's a good cigar. Now
where can I find these antique mugs?"
"Why, down on Main street, in Hiram Spruceby's sliop. Grandad Wheat-le- y
and Pap Simmons are In there
getting shaved, 'nd by hek, when it
comes to antique mugs, I reckon
thars' be the oldest In the country,

A Strange Situation.
"Humor Is a funny thing,"
said
Blnks.
"It ought to be," said the Philosopher.
"Oh, I don't mean that way," said
Blnks. "I mean that it Is a strange
thing.
Now, I can't speak French,
but I can always understand a French
Joke, and I can speak English, but I'm
blest If I can see an English Joke."
"Most people are," said the Philo
sopher.
'Are what?" said Binks.
"Blest If they can see an English
Joke," said the Philosopher.
"It la a
sign of an unusually keen vision."
Harper's Weekly.

To the Childish Mind.
Dorothy Ullman of E. Eighty-fourtstreet, Is a very literal young person.
To her mother's definition of the
Eye she returned a question
as to the size of the eye.
"Can God see everything?" she continued.
"Yes, dear. He can see everything
at all times."
That afternoon Dorothy escorted her
mother down town.' Before an optician's display she stopped. Then,
big winking eye In the window: "Ib
"Mother," she asked, pointing to the
God's eye as big as this?" Cleveland
Leader.

Socially Launched.
In his native town Jimmy bad always been most popular with young
A Poetic Prosecutor.
and old, but when he was Bent away
John Burns, city prosecutor of St.
to boarding school, he was for a time
Paul, was trying to show Judge Fine-hou- t
too homesick to make friends.
His
why some young men ought to
first letter was little more than a stranger."
be fined for tearing pickets of! the
wall.
vti
fence of Mrs. Joe Goesik. Mr. BurnB
"I'm way behind the other boys in
Well Mated.
said:
everything,"
he wrote, dolefully.
"I know Mike Chicket tore off that
Thus the inquisitive boarder:
" 'Tlsn't only studies, but it's gymnapicket, and the lady took offence."
"What has become of the
I
sium and banjos and everything.
"No lady Is charged with taking a
woman who used to call a weddon't believe they'll ever have much
fence," replied Judge Flnehout, "and,
ding reception an lnfare?"
use for me."
white-hairebesides,
by
Response
this Is no place for poetry."
the
But the second letter, written after
a week In the new school, was quite boarder:
the
"I think she married
His Wurst.
different in tone.
man who used to crack his
The German proprietor of a Brook"I'm all right," he wrote to his
day,"
a
twice
regularly
knuckles
lyn
delicatessen
store has got far
they'll
say
mother. "The boys
teach
A
enough along to pun In English.
me all they know, for they're proud
writer In the New York Sun reports
Very Much Attached.
to have me here. I can stretch my
Swenson Why do you always hear the fact.
mouth half an Inch wider than any
Hanging In the window of the little
other boy In school, and my feet are a ship referred to as "she"?
Benson I guess It Is because she shop Is this advertisement:
the longest by a full Inch. So you
atvery
"The Best You Can Do Is Buy Our
much
sometimes becomes
needn't worry about me any more."
Wurst." Youth's Companion.
tached to a buoy.
Youth's Companion.

GREATLY

ATTACHED

TO

Husband Who Had "Married Money"
Acknowledged the Truth to His
Friend's Query.
Apropos of a beautiful young wife,
worth $40,000,000, who had Just di.
vorced her penniless husband In order to marry again, Henry E. Dixey,
the comedian, said at a dinner In New
York:
"Tbe young man who marries for
money has none too easy a time of it.
His rich wife is likely to tire of him
and throw bim out In a few years, or
else she Is likely to limit his allowance to 25 or 50 cents a day.
" 'I married
money,' a man once
said to me.
" 'Wasn't there a woman attached
to it?' I asked.
" 'Yes, you bet there was,' be exploded. 'So much attached to It that
she never parted with a penny." "
Age of Oysters.
Oysters grow only during the Bum-me- r
and especially during the long,
warm summers at that, and are scarcely big enough for the mouth before
the third year. ' It Is easy after looking over a bunch of shells to tell how
old an oyster Is. A summer hump and
the winter sink come across the shell
every year, but after the seventh or
tenth year full growth comes; then,
by looking at the sinks between the
humps It is hard to tell anything
more about Miss Oyster's age. Oysters
live to be twenty years old.
Made It Necessary.
"Horace Greely invented the type-

writer."

"Where did you get that Idea?"
"Well, that isn't exactly what I
mean, but his handwriting was probably more responsible for it than any
other one thing."
Local Color.
"I understand that sixteen different
women bave brought suit for breach
of promise against Rlter. What's his
defense?"
"Oh, he claims that he was simply
getting material for his annual output
Puck.
of summer love stories."

Can't Get Away From It
Is It possible to nourish, strengthen and Rebuild tbe Brain by Food?
Every man who thinks usea up part of the
brain each da"y! Why don't It all disappear
and leave an empty skull in say a month of
brain work? Because the man rebuilds each
day.
If he builds a little less than hi destroys,
brain fag and nervous prostration result sure.
If he builds back a little more each day, the
brain grows stronger and more capable. That
also Is sure. Where does man get the material
to rebuild his brain? Is it from air, sky or the
ice of the Arctic sea? When you come to
think about it, the rebuilding material must
be in tbe food and drink.
That also is sure.
Are the brain rebuilding materials found in
all food? In a good variety but not in Buitable
proportion In all.
To Illustrate: we know bones are made largely of lime and magnesia taken from food;
therefore to make healthy bone structure we
must have food containing these things. We
would hardly feed only sugar and fat to make
healthy bone structure In a growing child.
Likewise If we would feed In a skillful manner to Insure getting what the brain requires
for strength and rebuilding, we must first know
what the brain is composed of and then select
some article or articles (there are more than
one) that contain these elements.
Analysis of brain by an unquestionable
aulhorlty, Oeoghegan, shows of Mineral Salts,
Phosphoric Acid and Potash combined (Phosphate of Potash) 2.91 per cent of the total,
5.33 of all mineral Salts.
.
This Is over one-halBeaunis, another authority, shows "Phos

phoric Acid combined" and Potash 73.44 per
cent from a total of 101.07.
of PhosConsiderable more than one-ha- lf
phate of Potash.
shows: Potassium
Analysis of Grape-Nut- s
and Phosphorus (which Join and make Phosmore than
phate of Potash) Is considerable
one-hal- f
of all the mineral salts In the food.
Dr. Geo. W. Carey, an authority on the
constituent elements of the body, says: "The
gray matter of the brain Is controlled entirely
PhosPotassium
by the Inorganic cell-sal- t,
phate (Phosphate of Potash). This Bait unites
oxygen
by
of
the
addition
and
with albumen
creates nerve fluid or the gray matter of the
Of course, tbere is a trace of other
brain.
salts and other organic matter In nerve fluid,
but Potassium Phosphate is the chief factor
and bas tbe power within itself to attract, by
its own law of affinity, all things needed to
manufacture the elixir of life."
Further on he says: "The beginning and end
of the matter Is to supply the lacking principle,
and In molecular form, exactly as nature furnishes It In vegetables, fruits and grain. To
supply deficiencies
this is the only law of
cure."
The natural conclusion is that If Phosphate
of Potash is tbe needed mineral element In
brain and you use food which does not contain
it, you bave brain fag because Its daily loss is
not supplied.
On the Contrary, If you eat food known to
be rich In this element, you place before the
life forces that which nature demands for
Mind does
broken down
A peaceful
sary to good

not work well on a brain that Is
by lack of nourishment.
and evenly poised mind is necesdigestion.

Worry, anxiety, fear, hate, etc., etc., directly
Interfere with or stop the flow of Ptyalln, the
digestive juice of the mouth, and also interfere with the flow of tbe digestive Juices of
stomach and pancreas.
Therefore, the mental state of the Individual
has much to do (more than suspected) with
digestion.
Brain la made of Phosphate of Potash as
the principal Mineral Salt, added to albumen
and water.
Grape-Nut-

than

s

one-ha- lf

IT

contain that element as more
of all ItB mineral salts.

A healthy brain is important, If one would
'
"do things" In this world.
A man who sneers at "Mind" sneers at tbe
best and least understood part of himself.
That part which some folks believe links us
to the Infinite.
Mind asks for a healthy brain upon which
to act, and Nature has defined a way to make
a healthy brain and renew it, day by day as it
Is used up from work of the previous day.
Nature's way to rebuild is by the use of
food which supplies the things required. Brain
rebuilding material is certainly found In

GrapeNuts
'There's

e Reason'

Postum Cereal Company, Ltd.,
Battle Creek,

Mich.

ARTICULOS EN ESPAÑOL
evento, la presidencia de Diaz
aparece estar en una balanza,
I03 insurrectos insisten que Diaz
La revolución en Mexico crece resigne, y no se quedaran quietos
a pesar de las negociaciones de hasta que esto suceda y parece
Según ser inevitable. El Independiente
paz a pasos ajigantados.
los últimos avisos del Ministro de
los Estados Unidos Wilson en la
En esta ofecina vendemot
Capital Mexicans, levanta mien- blancos para cartas de venta,
tes se están haciendo pratica-- contratos de ganado, hipotecas
inte en todas partes de la
de propiedad, escritura garantiy la escena de las activi- zada, titulo de posesión y condades revolucionarias formidables tratos de partido.
han cundido de los estados del
Norte hasta el extremo Sur. Aun
El Reverendo Padre Haelter-ma- n
en los Estados del centro hay una
cura párroco del Puerto de
desafección que amenza a la
murió el Sábado, día 14, y
Luna
misma.
Los ferrocarriles
son destrozados en todas direc- su funeral tubo lugar el dia 16,
ciones, los telégrafos y telefonos a las 10 a. m., en el Puerto de
son cortados en muchos lugares Luna. El Padre Haelterman era
y la comunicación entre muchas
bien querido por todos sus felipartes de la república son intery nosotros extendemos
greses
rumpidas a tal extento que la suerte de las ciudades mas importan- nuestra zimpatia a su hermano
tes están en vueltas en duda. Par- Alfredo, de este lugar.
ece que hasta ahora los insurrectos tienen lo mejor de la situación Don Paco Anava estuvo en
s, Santa Rosa esta semana,
y las condiciones parecen
atendidebibo al pillaje de los endo negocios.
ranchos y haciendas y otra propie
El jovencito Carlitas Casaus,
dad privada por bandas de guerrillas bajo el nombre de patrio- hijo amado y consentido del Sr.
tas. La única zona quieta ahora Pelagio Casaus, nuestro buen
en el pais es en la vecindad de amigo y vecino, falleció el DoCiudad Juarez, al otro lado del mingo, dia 14, de fievre tifodea,
Rio Grande endonde se están, El jovencito era uno de los niños
haciendo los tratados de paz, y mas brillantes que conocemos y
que esta al mando del presidente muy querido y apreciado por toda
provisional Madero; y si los últi- la familia, prometía un futuro
mos reportes que el gobierno muy brillante.
mando tropas de Chihuahua en Extendemos nuestras simpa-tillviolación de los términos de ar- a la familia.
mistico es verdad, las condiciones- placidas se concluirán. Si el
armisticio resulta en paz, talvez Tenemos buen papel para
sera posible al gobierno aquietar encabezados de cartas para toda
la revolución en los demás lugares clase de negocio, notas promisor
lo cual es improbable, y si Madero ias y varías otras clases de
concurre en el tratado de paz notas.
como van a hacer con lo demás
Hacemos trabajo especial en
de la república que no esta bajo
de boletas para casamienobras
de
el.
su inmediata supervision
A la administración de Diaz la tos, encabezados de' cartas y
confronta desastre, de cualquier circulares de toda clase.

Call On Us

1

LA REVOLUCION CRECE EN LUGAR DE

'

APACIGUAME

A

EN MEXICO

Vedla alli, pura y lonza,
Vedla allí!
y respirad su esencia embriagadora:
Miradla, del verjel reina y señora,
mecindose en su tallo cuan unfana!

i

M. P. Carr, Manager.

Abre su casto broche a la mañana,
tibio el rayo del sol, sus hojas dora
A quien esa belleza no enamora?
Oh rosa de las flores soberana!

m

THE

Asi un corto de vista repetía,
teniendo mas de ciego que de vate,
hasta que uno, que el paso le seguia

capital--

admirado de tanto disparate, -le dijo, destruyendo su alegría:
,Pero, hombre, no ve usted que es un tomate?,,

Nevers.
BUENOS AHIJADERQS
EN NUEVO MEXICO

anar-quitica-

as

Ft. Sumner Lumber Co.

UNA ROSA

Según la Bandera Americana
de Albuquerque nos informa que
se han hecho buenos ahij adero
en la parte central del Territorio.
Según reportes dados a nosotros los Srs. Clancey, Casaus, De
Graftenreid, Abreu, I. Sandoval,
y otros hacienderos
Gonzales
promanents el ahijadero en este
parte Este de Nuevo Mexico sera
mejor que ochenta y cinco por

Don Isaac Sandoval resigno de
director de escuela esta semana,
y parece que Don Paco Anaya
sara nombrado en su lugar.
El Sr. Elsie Orton vendió 300
vacas y las despacho para Ros-well, el martes.

sean

El Sr. J. E. Brown vendió cer
ca de 400 rezes y esta semana
las llevaron para Texas, endonde
las pondrán dentro de serco para
pastearlas.
Pecio de subscripción, al ano
$1.00

Offers

First-clas-

El Capitán Mclntyre llego el
martes de Oklahoma.
El inspector del govierno estuvo
aqui unos dias esta semana y
ahora anda inspectando cerca del

s

Work

in the

La casa de Don Enrique Sala
zar esta casi acabada y cosa de
cuatro casas mas estaran en
curso de construcoion.

F. A. Manzanares comenzó a
ciento.
cortar alfalfa el martes de esta
Los labradores ademas tienen semana y cree que este ano sera
mejor esperanza de cosechas que uno de los mejores y mas produc
han tenido en seis anos y ahora tivos en alfalfa que se ha visto
.
están contando sus ganancias y
en el valle de Fort Sumner.
sacados.
pollos
que

antes

.Review

"
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Urton Lake.

D e pa rtment

T
Irrigated Lands

Why not give your orders

IN THE FAMOUS PECOS VALLEY

to the Review

180 Acres of fine land one mile from
160 Acres, 8 miles south ofTort Sumner,
Vegas,
N. M.
Las
and
grubbed
all
4 miles from La Lande;
ready to plant.
Las Vegas is reccommended by the
2
leading
physicians to have the finest
miles
from
Ft
60 Acres, in Alfalfa, 3
Altitude
in
climate
the United States.
hog
pasture.
in
Sumner, 10 acres
1--

13 Acres, adjoining townsite of Ft Sumner,
all plowed, small house; can be platted and
sold as town lots, or will make an ideal location for home and orchard, less than a mile
from business part of town.

40 Acres, 4 miles south of town, all
plowed, laterals and cross dithes all made.

We are always glad

6700.
About 60 Acres, 6 miles north of Las
Cruces, New Mexico, in the Rio Grande
Valley; under ditch and also under the
Elephant Butte irrigation project now
being constructed by the U. S. government

to lend our knowledge
and assistance
Prompt work assured

The above tracts are all bargains,
NO COMMISSION TO PAY, as you buy
31 Lots in McGee addition to Ft. Sumner.
direct from the owners.
I also offer for sale or trade80 Acres;
I also offer other small tracts in
16 in bearing orchard, large 8 room house, different parts of the territory.
out buildings, all city conveniences; city
Call on or write me for a list of
water, beautiful lawn and shade trees; 11-- 2
rare bargains.
miles from East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

The

the above Real Estate will stand the strictest investigation; come and see for
yourself; cost you nothing to look at the property, 20 per cent less than adjoining lands
'-

- All

Review Publishing Company

J.F. A. MANZANARES
;

Fort Sumner
3C

P. O. Box D.
v

:

30

Phone

2-5-

3

New Mexico

J,

Telephone 18

i
i
i

All We Ask

Domingo Swabacher
(continued from page 2.)
the shippers are watching it.
Several large firms have advised
the Santa Fe that they will help
the scheme along by instructing
their packers and shipping clerks
carefully the rules
to follow
adopted by the railroad. -- Santa
Fe Red Ball.
01527

Bank

$30,000.00

AND

WE CARRY EVERYRHING

Merchandise

General
t

t

NEEDS. $

FARMER

THE

$

anckso

t

Incorporated

t
t

10

PHONE
Fort Sumner,

New Mexico,

t

We are livin? in a rapid age an age of progression.
The world moves and you must move with it. If vou
see a chance to benefit yourself, grasp the opportunity.
You can benefit yourself by calling on us for anything
in the line of

Pure Drugs, Chemicals, Standard Patent
Medicines, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles
Perfumery, Stationery and Cigars.
,

Fort Sumner Drug Co.

PECOS VALLEY HOTEL.
BEST ACCOMMODATIONS IN TOWN

Best Rooms

Best Meals

Reasonable
Telephone

Rates
No.' 8

Mrs. R. Beaubien,

Proprietress.

Ft. Sumner Tin Shop
F. Hornbérger and Son, Proprietors

Prompt and Accurate Service
We Are Here To Serve You
CALL ON US
Plumbing and Tinning
"Windmill Work a Specialty."

'

Book on patents. "Hints to inventors." "Inventions needed."
"Why some inventors fail." Send rough sketch or model for

search of Patent Office records'. Our Mr. Gieeley was formerly.
Acting Commissioner of Patents, and as such had full charts of
th U. S. Patent Office.

GREELEY & MilNTIRE
INCORPORATED

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

im

Fort Sumner.

Time card for
A CARD OF THANKS

10:25
Train, No. 814 arrives
To Our Many Kind Friends:
WEST BOUND
We extend our heartfelt thanks Train No. 813 arrives
3:10
for your kindness, and consolance
B. Hale, Agent.
A.
during our sad bereavement in
the loss and of our dear husband

and father
Sincerly,
. Mrs. David Hoodenpyle,
Thomas Hoodepyle.

a. m
p. m

FOR SALE

CHEAP
160 ACRES
under the Ft. Sumner
Canal.
Four miles from the
Railroad.
Improvements: House,
Barn, Wind mill, 60
acres broke; also reservoir stocked with fish.

Woman Given Some Advice.
L. H. Patterson. New Yorltr Joe
on a
A drunken man embarked
Werthiem. St. Louis: R. P (inver downtown car at a cross street, and,
Tolar; H. I). Foreman, Santa Fe;C. H. with a great show of gravity, made his
Ball, Amarillo; L. Uale, M Oliver, C. way down the aisle, taking the only
vacant seat, the other half of which
C. Campbell. Roswell: D. R. Hiim.it
was occupied by
woman wearing a
St. Louis; E. Schubert and wife, J. M.
hat with an unusually wide brim.
Chicago; J.
Wallace,
R. Darnell, Every time the car lurched the womElida.
an's head ' bobbed'' and the sharp rim
of the hat raked her fellow passenger
ROVAL -.
across the cheek. Several times his
E. D. Harper, Orange, La.; J. L. hand sought bis face In protection, but
finally,
becoming nettled, he pushed
Perkins, Huntsville, Mo.; J. Gonzales,
Portales; James Foreman, Marshall, off- the hat rim - with considerable
Tex.; Fred Johnson, Dallas; W. J. vigor.
"Sir!" exclaimed the Indignant womStockard, Melrose; W. F. Angel, Yeso;
an.
C. W. Jones, Waldon, Ark.; L. A.
"Madam." retorted he, with porten-tlou- s
Ricker, Winfield, Ks.; J. A. Hoffman,
anger, "what you need Is a whole
Amarillo; P. B. Stag?, M. A. Brown. section, and not A half seat In a street
Taiban; F. H. Thomassoh, Rogers; Jote car."
The passengers tittered and the
Romero, Willard; J. F. Link, Buchan
an; W. C. Marshall, Vrjghn; R. P. woman subsided, and after that kept
her hat out of range.
Hyers, Texice,

Harry L. Patton
LAWYER

New Mexico

H. R. PARSONS
Attorney at Law
.

FORT SUMNER,

M. R.

-

NEW MEXICO.

Baker

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Does a General Law Practice

notary public in office.
New Mexico.
Fort Sumner,
H. D. Terrell,
Attorney at Law.

Inquire at
Review office

Practices in Slate and Federal Courts

C. C. Campbell, manager of
Noticia Para Publicación.
the eastern New Mexico district
04795
Noticia es nor esta dada Que vo.
of the Colorado Telephone comNotice For Publication.
Lucas Romo, Juez de Pruebas y
Department of the Interior, U. S. pany, was here this week on
Juez de Condado del Condado de
Land Office at Tucumcari, New Mexico, company business.
Guadalupe, Territorio de Nuevo Mexico,

HOTEL ARRIVALS

A. J. OAKES, D. D. S.
will be found at his Dental
Parlors in the Mclntyre
Building.

Clovis,

C. R. Wilkinson is building a

.
May 15, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that John B.
Mrs. D. Hoodenpyle returned
McGehee, of Banks, N. M., who, on
June 13, 1906, made H. E. No. 8675, Thursday from Texico.
Section
(Serial No. 04795), for SW
29, Township 5 North, Range 27 East,
Editor J. R. Darnell was a
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
buiness
visitor here Thursday.
Five
Year
intention to make Final
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before C. C. Henry,
There is a rumor that a certain
U. P. Commissioner, at Ft. Sumner, N. young man
in town is engaged to
M., on the 3rd day of July, 1911.
be married to a portales girl.
Claimant names as witnesses:
yot gues?
Elmer H. Land; Neal S. Conwell; Tom Will
J. Baker, and Rufus M. Powell, alljf
Banks, N. M.
INVENTOR OF GRAHAM BREAD
R. A. Prentice, Register,
24
may 20 june
Leeturer Who Taught That Disease Is
010235
to
Result of Disotedienee
Physical Laws.
Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Sylvester Graham first appeared In
Mew York as a lecturer, I think In the
Land Office at Tucumcari, New Mexico,
B'lnter ot 1831-32- .
He had been a Pres1911.
15,
May
byterian clergyman, settled In New
Notice is hereby given that Hiram lersey, . and was styled "Doctor,"
Hurst, of Ft. Sumner, N. M., who; on ;hough I do not know that he ever
April 17, 1908, made H. E. No. 25106, studied or practiced medicine. . . .
He believed, therefore taught, that
(Serial No. 010235), for N 2 SE
result of
Section 23, Township lealth is the necessary
and S 2 NE
that of dlso- 5 North,
Range 25 East, N. M. P. ibedlence; disease
jedlence to
laws;
physical
that
Meridian, has filed notice of intention ill
alcoholic
stimulants, whether
to make Final Commutation Proof, to )r
narcotic, are pernicious, and should
establish claim to the land above de- ie rejected, save, possibly, In those
scribed, before C. C. Henry, U. S. are cases where one poison may be
Commissioner, at Ft. Sumner, N. M., wisely employed to neutralize or expel
mother; be condemned tea and coffee,
on the 3rd day of July, 1911.
is well as tobacco, opium and alcoholic
Claimant names as witnesses:
potables
older and beer equally with
R. M. Cook; William Chapman; W. J.
srandy
gin, save that the poison is
Whited, all of Ft Sumner, N. M., and more and
concentrated In the latter. He
J. A. Julian, of La Lande, N. M.
llsapproved ot all spices and condiR. A. Prentice, Register
menta tave (grudgingly) a very little
may 20 june 24
salt ; and he held that more suitable
ind wholesome food for human beings
han the flesh ot animals can almost always be procured, and should be preferred. The bolting ot meal, to separate its coarser (rom Its finer partiHOTEL de CAMP
dos, he also reprobated, teaching that
M. A. Wells and wife, Snyder, Okla.; the ripe, sound berry of wheat or rye,
R. D. Mooney, Taft; G. L. Marshall, being ground to the requisite fineness,
Del Rio; Mrs. Fannie V; Aiken, Rock- - ihould In no manner be sifted, but
mart, Ga. ; J. Markley, R. O. Markley, ihouid be made into loaves and eaten
precisely as the millstones deliver It
B. C. Wright, La Lande; E. A. Beth,
Autobiography of Horace Greeley, ,
Wm. A. Conger, City; W. F. Moore,
Chicago; C. N. Johnson, Amarillo;
.
E. Curry, Wichita, Ks. ; Harry Lem.eh,
Exempt.
Madison, Ind.; Mrs. C. E. Curry,
"Yes, sir," said the trust magnate,
Clovis.
proudly, "I'm the architect of my own
fortune."
COMMERCIAL
"Well," rejoined the friendly critic.
Miss Luz Abreu, City: G. L. Mar
"all I've got to say Is that It's a lucky
shall, Del Rio; F. W. Nacrons, Montoya thfhg tor you there were no building
E. R. Barrett. Tooeka:
W. F. Noor. inspectors around when you was conChicago; H. W. Williams, Clovis; R. structing it"
A. Lroxton, El Paso.

Office at the store of the Port
Sumner Drug Company.
Ft. Sumner,
New Mexico.

EAST BOUND

U. S. Land Office at Fort Sumner,
house east of Sumner Lake.
N. M , April 29, 1911.
Notice ia herebv eriven that Nestor
Grieiro. of La Lande. N. M.. who, on
P. M. Wolfley returned the
August 19, 1905, made Homestead En first of the week from a trip to
try, Serial No. 01527, for S 2 SW
northern New Mexico and Coto
Section 27. Township
and W 2 SE
Meri rado.
S North. Ranire 27 East. N.M.P.
dian, has filed notice of intention to
Will Carr Mt for El Paso
make Final Five Year Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described. Thursday on a short busines trip.
before Register and Receiver of the
U. S. Land Office, in their office, at
Mrs. John Kenny and children'
Fort Sumner, N. M., on the 20th day
and Miss Lora Carr, who have
of June. 1911.
been here for the past three
Claimant names as witnesses:
Patrocinio Garcia, of La Lande, N. M. months, will leave for their home
,, Fort Sumner, N.M in Mattoon, Ills., Sunday mornMartinGarcia,
,,
,,
,, ,,
Camilo Lovato,
ing. Miss Mabel Carr will leave
..
.
..
Ofelio Silva,
for Denver Thursday.
Arthur E. Cubren, Register,
10
may

PECOS VALLEY

Prize Offers from Leading Manufacturers

LAND

Department of the Interior,

FORT SUMNER,

SPRING IS HERE,

L

A. T. & S. F. RAILROAD

Notice For Publication

oí
Capital and Surplus

DR. W. R. LOVELACE.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.

If you want cheap lots on the Sunnyside Townsite, see

.1
we may
serve you mat
prove the quality of our
Banking Service.

The First National

PROFESSIONAL

CHANCE

YOUR

ei día 4 de Mayo, A. u.,
hize en
tralla según las secciones 23S7 hasta
2389 de los Estatutos Revisados de los
Estados Unidos, en laoñeinade terrenos
de los Estados Unidos en Fort Sumner,
Nuevo Mexico, por los siguientes descriptos terrenos, a saber:
sec. 18; NE
de SE
de
La SE
3 14Lotes6y7,
Sec. 1; N 2
4
Lotes
4
4.
NW
y
8,
y
de NW
SE
I de sec. JNo. l:en cuDililo No. 3 N..
de hilera No.
E.. del Meridiano rrm
cipal de Nueva Mexico, exeptuando y
exciuilendo un cierto dereclio de paso
de canal siendo "Un trecho de terreno
i ojeietitoj pies de ancho que corren a
Sec. 18, E 2
través la SE 4 de SE
de NE
Sec. 1; NW 4 Sec. 20,
SW
NE
de
Sec. 20. T. 8. JM.. K.
26 E., N. M. P. M., siendo cien pies de
aneno en caca Jado de la linea del centro dé dicho derecho de paso, dicha
linea1 del centro siendo mas particular
mente desmota como sigue:
"Comenzando en un punto al lado
poniente de SE 4 SE 4 de dicha Sec.
cuatrocientos pies ti norte del lado
sur de dicha sección, de allí al sur 43
erados minutos al oriente, linea recta
470 pies a un poste de cedro en el lado
sur de dicha sección 18, la cual esta
mil (1073) y setenta y tres pies al ponide dicha
ente de la esquina ud-este
Sec. 18; de alli la misma linea 242 pies;
de alli volteando a la izquierda en radio
de 5730 pies una distancia de 1500 pies
un punto en el lado oriente ne Sec. 19,
la cual esta 136S pies al sur de la esqui
na noreste de Sec. 19; de alli volteando
a la izquierda en dicho radio una distan
cia de 3000 pies; de alli al sur 88 grados
minutos al oriente, linea recta, cin
cuenta (50) pies a un punto en el lado
de dicha Sec. 20, la
oriente del SW
cual e 2770 pies al sur del lado norte de
dicha Sec. 20, conteniendo en este derecho de paso a la Adición del Depot
para Sunnyside, Nuevo Mexico, veinte
y cuartro y diez y seis centesimos
(21.16) de acres, mas o menos."
La
misma siendo conocido como "The Sun
nyside Depot Addition Townsite." situ
ada en el Condado de Guadalupe, Nuevo
Mexico, dicha entrada habiendo sido
hecha para benehcio y uso de los ocu
pantes del mismo, según sus respectivos

Clovis,

J. E. PARDUE,
Attorney at Law.
Fort Sumner,

o cualquier solar, cuadro. poTcioi o pedazo de los mismos, dentro de 60 días

después de la primera publicaoion de
esto aviso, en persona o por agente, o
abogado de el, ella o ellos debidamente
autorizado, Iirmen una relación por escrito conteniendo una descripción cor
recta del pedazo particular, o parte de
terreno en el cual el, ella o ellos reclam
en. tenar un interés y el derecho
o propiedad
especificado, ' Interes
del mismo, el cual el, ella, o ellos re
clamen estar titulados a recibir y
entregar la misma en mi oficina, y todas
personas que faltaren en firmar y entre'
gar tal relación dentro del tiempo
especificado por - esta perderán para
siempre el derecho de reclamar, o recobrar tales terrenos, o cualquier interés
O propiedad en lo mismo,
o cualquier
parte, peuazo o porción ue lo mismo en
cualquier corte de ley o equidad.
Fechado, Mayo 8, A. i). 1911.
Lucas Romo,
io
Juez de Pruebas y
Juez de
Condado del fondado do Guadalupe,
Territorio de Nuevo Mexico.

over es
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N. Mex.

Coors & McHenry,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Land Office Practice a Specialty.
Fort Sumner and Clovis
C. C. HENRY
U. S. Commissioner,
See him if you wish t3 make filing r.i
Homestead,
Commute your filing oi
enter a contest.

New Méjico

Fort Sumner,

I.

intereses.
Por lo tanto requiera que toda y cada
persona, o asociación,' o- compania de
personas reclamando ser un ocupante u
ocupantes, o de tener posesión, o estar
titulado a ocupar y poseer tales terrenos

N. M.

FRANK N. PAGE.
U.

S.

Court Commissioner

Buchanan,

New Mexico.

A. P. ANAYA
Practices Law

before the Probate,
County Commissioners, and Justice of
the Peace Courts.

Fort Sumner,

New Mex.

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

J. B. Wilmeth
Painter and Paper hanger see
his line of wall paper.
NEW MEXICO.

FORT SUMNER,

F.

C

HASTINGS.

Carpenter and Builder,
Does first clss work
Shop on south side
Fort Sumter,

of

plaza.
K. M.

,

J. W. HADSALL
Contractor and Builder
P. O. Box 204
Fort Sumner,
N. M.

Palace

Barber

Shop

Corner 4th St. and Sumner Ave.

W.H.Weavei,Prop.
AU.EN TRANSFER LINE

til
rr T

Trade Marks
Copyright Ac.

AnymwfonrifriB ft sketch and description may
quick Ir nscoiTuiu our opinion free whet li or ad
Invention Is probably patentable. Com mini
trlctlycoiiDdeiiftfil.
HANDBOOK on Patenta
out froo. Oldest nseney fur securing patents.
i'utentj taken tbruuch Munn & Co. reoelrt
tpecial noiic4, without otinrsje, lathe

Scientific American.

btjidsoniely Hlnstrated wwkly. Jrnet eh
of nny eclent lUn Journal. Torma, W
luiu, iur luuniua, fl. OU1U U y Jill r.eWBURJlier.
O.aeiBroadwv. Now York
Bnacb Otaca, S2& Y Qt Wtslilwtoa, O. t.

A

eti latum

Does a Genoral Drayage Business
t Reasonable Prices

Prompt Work

House Moving a Specialty
AlLen & Brown, Proprietors
Headquarters at the Hotel Roysl,
Phons

No.

8.

